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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN AD HOC NETWORK 

ABSTRACT 

In this study an ad hoc network is implemented for collecting multi sensor data.  

Although, I started with implementing a multi sensor data network, which is 

required for an earthquake forecast project that has been carried out at Istanbul 

Technical University, the implemented system is flexible enough to work as a 

generic ad hoc network.  There are two important issues in an ad hoc network 

implementation: MAC protocol and routing protocol.  Having done a literature 

survey on MAC and routing protocols, I decided to implement a MAC layer using 

CSMA and I designed a proactive routing protocol based on in which each node 

keeps information about all nodes in the networks and the cost (hop number). 
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AD HOC AĞ TASARIMI VE GERÇEKLENMESĠ 

ÖZET 

Bu tez çalışmasında çoklu duyarga verilerini toplamak üzere bir ad hoc ağ 

gerçeklenmiştir. Toplanacak olan çoklu duyarga verileri Ġstanbul Teknik 

Üniversitesinde yürütülmekte olan kayaç gerginlik izleme yöntemi ile deprem 

tahmini projesinde kullanılacaktır. Gerçeklenen sistem genel bir ad hoc ağ olarak 

kullanılabilecek esnekliğe sahiptir.Ad hoc ağ gerçeklenmesinde iki önemli etken 

bulunmaktadır: MAC protokolu ve yönlendirme protokolu. Bu tez çalışmasında. 

günümüze kadar olan süreçte telsiz ağlar için literatürde önerilmiş olan MAC ve 

yönlendirme protokolleri incelenmiştir. Gerçeklenen ad hoc ağda MAC katmanı 

için CSMA yaklaşımı kullanılmıştır. Yönlendirme protokolu için ağdaki tüm 

düğümlerle ilgili bilgiyi ve bu düğümlere olan uzaklığı sekme sayısı cinsinden 

saklayan proaktif bir protokol tasarlanmıştır. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In recent years, wireless communication between mobile users has become 

increasingly popular. In wireless communication, a wide variety of mobile 

computing devices have emerged, such as laptops, digital handheld devices, 

personal digital assistants and wearable computers are used. There are two 

approaches for the wireless connectivity of these mobile devices: cellular networks 

and ad hoc networks. 

The first approach is to use a fixed network infrastructure that provides wireless 

access points for mobile hosts. In this network, a mobile host communicates with 

others through an access point within its communication range.  When a mobile 

host moves out of range of the access point through which it is communicating, it 

connects to another access point within its range and start to communicate through 

this new access point. 

There are two major problems for cellular networks. The first problem occurs when 

the assignment of a mobile should be smoothly handed over one access point to 

another access point without noticeable delay or packet loss. The second problem is 

this type of networks requires fix cellular infrastructure and are limited to places 

where such an infrastructure exists. 

The second approach is to form a network that is a collection of wireless mobile 

hosts with no pre-established infrastructure. In this type of networks some nodes 

that want to communicate cannot be in the direct transmission range of each other, 

so they must rely on the other nodes of the network to forward the packets.  So 

every node wishing to participate in an ad hoc network must be willing to forward 

data packets to the destination. This means every node in wireless ad hoc networks 

acts both as a host and as a router. 
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The range of ad hoc networks is smaller when it is compared with the range of 

traditional cellular systems because the transmission range of an ad hoc network is 

limited by the ranges of individual nodes forming it. There are three important 

advantages of ad hoc networks:  ability to operate without a fixed infrastructure, on 

demand setup, and fault tolerance. 

There are two important concepts in the implementation of ad hoc networks: MAC 

(Medium Access Control) protocol and routing protocol. Due to the nature of the 

wireless medium, nodes must share the medium. MAC protocol decides which node 

will get the channel in case of competition for the channel. Since resources are 

limited in ad hoc networks, MAC protocol used in the implementation of the 

network has an important role and must prevents waste of resources.  Since each 

node is acting as a router, a routing protocol is needed for routing decisions. The 

mobility of the nodes and limited bandwidth are critical points when choosing a 

routing protocol for the implementation of an ad hoc network. 

This thesis researches current proposed MAC and routing protocols for wireless ad-

hoc networks, and then implements an ad hoc network. 

1.2 Motivation 

The objective of this master thesis is to implement an ad hoc network.  The network 

implemented will be used in collecting multi sensor data. The idea of implementing 

an ad hoc network is related with the earthquake forecast by the method of regional 

stress measurement project that is carried out at Istanbul Technical University 

(Terliksiz and Üstündağ 2004a) (Terliksiz and Üstündağ 2004b). 

In this project, seismometer and a new monopolar probe are used as sensors for 

measuring seismic and electric field data. Other types of sensors used for 

environmental monitoring will be added to the project. Although seismometer and 

probe are located in a station building where there is wired Internet connection, 

some of the other types of sensors such as sensors used in weather forecast or radon 

emission measurement may be deployed outside the station building. Since using a 

wired connection for sensors deployed outside the station building is not 

appropriate due to physical restrictions, a wireless communication scheme is to be 

considered. 
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Using a cellular network for wireless communication between station and sensors is 

not possible since cellular network approach requires a fixed infrastructure and 

some of the stations do not have such an infrastructure.  For some other cases 

sensors may also move due to environmental changes or deployment style. 

Consequently it is decided to use an ad hoc network in the project. 

The number of sensors that will be deployed around a station building is about ten 

to twenty. Therefore, there will be no scalability problem in the implementation of 

wireless ad hoc network that will be used in the project. Also the mobility of the 

sensor is limited, thus mobility will not be an important issue for the 

implementation of the ad hoc network. 
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2 GENERAL CONCEPTS 

2.1 Wireless Networks 

Since the emergence of wireless networks in the 1970s, wireless communication 

has become increasingly popular in the industry due to its characteristic that enables 

the mobility (Royer and Toh 1999). Wireless networks provide to the mobile 

users, communication capability regardless of the users locations  (Chuang et al 

1999).   

There are two distinct approaches for enabling wireless communications between 

mobile hosts (Racherla et al. 1997). The first approach is known as the 

infrastructured network. GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications), DECT 

(Digital European Cordless Telephone), CDPD (Cellular Digital Packet Data), 

HIPERLAN (Hi Performance Radio Local Area Network), IEEE 802.11 are 

examples of infrastructured networks. These networks consist of mobile hosts and 

non-mobile computing entities that form a wired communication backbone. All the 

examples mentioned above can be stated as single-hop cellular networks (SCN) 

since a mobile host is only one hop away from an access point. In SCNs, 

centralized entities such as BS (Base Station), MSC (Mobile Switching Center), 

HLR (Home Location Registry) perform the function of coordination (Kim et al. 

1999). In these networks base stations perform the role of bridges. Within the 

network a mobile node connects and communicates with the nearest base station 

that is in its communication radius. If there are not any base stations near mobile 

host or the existing base station fail the mobile host cannot communicate with any 

other one. The major problem in this approach is handoff, which occurs when the 

mobile host moves out of range of one base station and enters to the range of an 

other base station. Handoff tries to handle the situation when a connection will be 

smoothly handed over from one base station to another (Lin et al. 2001). 
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In some specific cases, such as military applications or disaster recovery, base 

stations may not exist within the radius of the mobile hosts or they may be 

damaged. These specific cases lead to the second type of wireless networks that is 

the infrastructureless networks or commonly known as ad hoc networks or radio 

networks (Chuang et al. 1999).  This second approach is to form an Ad hoc 

network among all users who want to communicate with each other. In this 

approach, every node must be willing to forward the data packets i.e. every node 

must act as host and router (Kim et al. 1999) (Lee et al. 1999). Different from 

SCNs that require fixed base stations linked by a wired backbone, ad hoc networks 

have no pre-established infrastructure and they can be quickly deployed (Chuang 

et al. 1999). This kind of networking is limited in range by the individual nodes 

transmission ranges and is typically smaller compared to the range of cellular 

systems.   

Cellular networks and ad hoc networks have their individual advantages. The 

advantages of cellular networks are: 

 Simple network model.  

 Relatively high data rate. 

The advantages of ad hoc networks are: 

 Fast and economical deployment. 

 On demand setup. 

 Fault tolerance. 

 Unconstrained connectivity (Chen et al. 2004) 

Due to their nature ad hoc networks can cause many special problems such as: 

 Transmission efficiency. 

 Conservation of wireless spectrum. 

 Reduction in transmission power. 

 Bandwidth limitations. 
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 Finding and maintaining an optimized route. 

 Wastage of resources by periodic routing updates (Racherla et al. 1997). 

2.2 Ad Hoc Networks 

2.2.1 General 

During the last years, ad hoc networks have become a popular topic in researches. 

Actually, Mobile Ad Hoc Network technology has been under development for 

more than 20 years. Starting from early 1970s, researchers have developed radio-

based networking technology referred to as Mobile Packet Radio. The basic idea of 

forming an ad hoc network dates back to DARPA (Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency) packet radio networks days in early 1970s (Haas et al. 1999) 

(Perkins and Royer 1999) (Corson et al. 1999). 

There is not a universally accepted definition of ad hoc networks but some features 

are shared by the descriptions of such networks that have appeared in the literature. 

These features can be stated as follows: 

 No fixed infrastructure. 

 No centralized administration. 

 Multi-hop communication. 

 Nodes acting both as a host and as a router. 

 Wireless communication medium. 

 Changing topology. 

 Limited resources. 

A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of wireless mobile hosts with no pre-

established infrastructure, forming a temporary network. Since they do not use any 

pre-established infrastructures such as underground cabling and base stations, 

wireless ad hoc networks can be stated as “networks without a network”. In ad hoc 

networks each node has a wireless interface and communicate with each other over 

either radio or infrared. Although nodes in ad hoc networks are mobile most often, 

there can also exists semi mobile nodes such as temporary needed relay points and 
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stationary nodes such as access points to the internet (Johnson 1994) (Margi and 

Obraczka 2004). 

 

Figure 2.1 Example of a simple ad hoc network. 

In figure 2.1, a simple ad hoc network with three participating nodes is shown. 

Node A and node C are not within transmitting range of each other. However the 

node B can be used for forwarding packets between node A and node C. Since the 

middle node B acts as a router, these three nodes form an ad hoc network. 

There is no centralized administration in wireless sensor networks. This ensures that 

the network will not cease to function just because one of the mobile nodes moves 

out of the range of the others (Ozaki et al. 1999). 

Traditional cellular systems are last-hop wireless networks where mobile hosts are 

connected to the wired, non-mobile hosts (BSs) through a single-hop. On the 

contrary, ad hoc networks use multi-hop communication because the transmitted 

range of the mobile nodes is limited (Paul et al. 1999). 
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In wireless ad hoc networks some nodes that want to communicate cannot be in the 

direct transmission range of each other. In this case nodes that want to communicate 

must rely on the other nodes of the network to forward the packets.  So every node 

that wishes to participate in an ad hoc network must be willing to forward data 

packets to the destination. This feature can be stated as every node in a wireless ad 

hoc networks acts both as a host and as a router (Broch et al. 1999) (Basagni et al. 

1999). 

In a wired network the physical cabling restricts the topology of the network. This 

restriction is not present at wireless ad hoc networks since two nodes can form an 

instantaneous link between them if they are within the transmitting range of each 

other. Although wireless medium provides mobility for the nodes, due to the nature 

of wireless medium, such as frequency dependence, bouncing, fading, etc, the 

connectivity between nodes is not guaranteed  (Haas and Tabrizi 1998). 

Since the transmitting range of a mobile node is limited, some of its links may 

undergo frequent changes (especially if this node is highly mobile). The changes in 

links of a particular node may affect not only this node’s communication but also 

the communication of other nodes because of the multi-hop nature of ad hoc 

networks (Samar and Wicker 2004). The mobility of the hosts and the variability 

of the other factors result in a network with a dynamically chancing topology (Paul 

et al. 1999). Dynamic topology change in ad hoc networks causes the problem of 

finding and maintaining an optimized route (Ryu et al. 1999). 

In wireless ad hoc networks communications between all nodes are carried within 

limited resources. Some constraints in ad hoc network management are shared 

medium, limited bandwidth, conservation of the wireless spectrum, reduction in 

transmission power, limited battery power, nonuniform propagation characteristics  

(Ryu et al. 1999). 

Some of the challenges in the design and operation of ad hoc networks can be 

mentioned as: 

 Wireless medium. 

 MAC protocols. 

 Low power design. 
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 Routing protocols. 

 Mobility management. 

 Quality of Service (QoS). 

 Security (Haas and Tabrizi 1998) (Haas et al. 1999). 

2.2.2 Applications Of Ad Hoc Networks 

In early times of their appearance, ad hoc networks have mainly concerned in 

military applications but nowadays they also found some application area in civilian 

life. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) Working Group, which is the 

establishment of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is developing solutions 

for routing in ad-hoc networks. This is an indication that ad hoc network technology 

has also commercial applicability (Haas et al. 1999) (Perkins and Royer 1999). 

Mobile ad hoc networks are generally deployed when there is no communication 

infrastructure, communication infrastructure is damaged, or highly dynamic node 

movement occurs  (Meggers and Filios 1998).  The various application areas of ad 

hoc networks are: 

 Disaster recovery; fire, flood, earthquake. 

 Law enforcement; crowd control, search-and-rescue. 

 Military applications; automated battlefield, battlefield operations, data 

acquisition operations in inhospitable terrains, situational awareness on the 

battlefield, tactical networks (Iwata et al. 1999) (Royer and Toh 1999) (Broch 

et al. 1999) (Basagni et al. 1999). 

 Educational applications; virtual classrooms, networking in classroom 

(Gupta and Srimani 1999) (Samar and Wicker 1999). 

 Emergency services. 

 On-the-spot conferencing and groupware. 

 Community networking (Perkins 1996). 

 Medical applications; body-sensors. 

 Voice communication. 
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 Digital map. (Johansson et al. 1999) 

 Vehicle to vehicle communications (Meggers and Filios 1998). 

 Remote applications. 

 Robotics applications (Radhakrishnan et al. 1999). 

2.2.3 Characteristics 

A wireless ad hoc network can be characterized by: 

 Lack of preexisting infrastructure. 

 Dynamic topology. 

 Wireless medium (Wang and Olariu 2004). 

 Absence of a centralized network management (Das and Bharghavan 

1997).  

 Multi-hop connectivity. 

 Limited bandwidth. 

 Limited power. (Lie and Cuthbert 2004). 

 Rapidly deployable configuration. 

 Self-configurability (McDonald and Znati 1999a). 

There is no pre-established network infrastructure in ad hoc networks. Furthermore, 

power constraints such as frequency reuse, channel effects limit the transmission 

range of the signal. As a consequence of these situations, store-and-forward packet 

routing is required over multiple-hop wireless links (McDonald and Znati 1999b). 

Since wireless links are changing quickly because of the end nodes movement as 

well as intermediate nodes movement, ad hoc network routing algorithms must 

react quickly to the topology changes (Das and Bharghavan 1997).  

Due to the high mobility of network nodes, wireless ad hoc networks have a very 

dynamic network topology. The topology of a wireless ad hoc network changes 

every time a new wireless link is established or a link disconnects due to the node’s 

movement. The frequent and unpredictable topology changes can cause to the 

sudden packet loss and end-to-end delay (Chandran et al. 1998).  
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Existing commercial wireless systems rely on fixed wired backbone, only the link 

on the last hop is wireless. In such a system centralized entities such as base 

stations, mobile Switching centers, etc can be used for network management. On 

the contrary of traditional wireless networks, centralized network management is 

impossible in ad hoc networks. Consequently ad hoc networks cannot use special 

routers for routing the network traffic so all the nodes in the network must 

collaborate for discovering paths and routing the traffic (McDonald and Znati 

1999a). 

Ad hoc networks use wireless medium for all communications between their nodes. 

Due to the nature of wireless media, there are some constraints on the network 

design. One of the important design considerations is the bandwidth. Since the 

wireless bandwidth is limited, its use should be minimized. Moreover, since the 

nodes are mobile, in most applications battery power is also limited and 

consequently transmission power must also be minimized (Haas and Tabrizi 

1998). These two constraints, limited bandwidth and limited battery power together 

with dynamic topology of the network, make routing a challenging task in ad hoc 

networks (Bae et al. 2000). 

Ad hoc networks are infrastructureless networks and all the nodes in the networks 

have wireless interface, consequently it is easy to deploy such a network. Since 

mobile nodes (MNs) are rapidly moving and propagation condition of the data 

signal is rapidly changing, frequent network reconfigurations and frequent up-date 

information exchanges are needed in wireless ad hoc networks (Haas and Tabrizi 

1998). Frequent reconfigurations and up-date information give to ad hoc networks, 

ability of self-configuration so initially ad hoc networks do not need any network 

configuration. 

2.2.4 Ad Hoc Network Architectures 

There are two architectures for wireless ad hoc networks:  

 Hierarchical architecture. 

 Flat architecture. 

In hierarchical architectures, the network nodes are organized into several groups 

called clusters. Clusters can be further organized into super-clusters and so forth. In 
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each cluster, there is a cluster head that is responsible of the management of other 

nodes. Cluster head, which synchronizes the transmissions of the other nodes, is 

generally selected by the other members of the cluster. Similarly, some other nodes 

called gateways are responsible of managing the communications in the clusters. 

The depth of the network can vary from a single tier to multiple-tier depending on 

the number of hierarchies (Kim et al. 1999).  A two-tier example of hierarchical 

architecture is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 Two-tier hierarchical ad hoc network arhitecture (Haas and Tabrizi 

1998). 

In hierarchical networks, routing traffic between two nodes that are in different 

clusters must always be through the cluster heads of these two nodes (Haas and 

Tabrizi 1998).  Consequently, special nodes such as cluster heads and gateways 

have a higher computation and communication burden than other nodes. 

Furthermore, the clustering functionality adds additional burden on special nodes’ 

energy resources. Hence, the mobility management of the network becomes 

complicated. The network reliability may also be affected due to single point of 

failure of these critical nodes. However, multilevel hierarchical architecture reduces 

the storage requirement and communication overhead of large ad hoc networks 

since most of the control messages are only propagating within the cluster (Joa-Ng 

and Lu 1999). 
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Figure 2.3  A flat ad hoc network architecture (Haas and Tabrizi 1998). 

On the contrary of hierarchical architectures, in flat architectures, all nodes carry 

the same responsibility. In these architectures connections are established between 

adjacent nodes. Routing between two nodes is constraint only by the connectivity 

conditions.  Therefore, the mobility management of the network is simple. Since all 

nodes have equal rank, flat networks can be referred to as zero-tier hierarchical 

networks (Ryu et al. 1999). An example of flat network architecture is shown in 

figure 2.3. Since the control messages have to propagate globally throughout the 

network, flat architectures are not bandwidth efficient in large networks. The 

scalability decreases when the number of nodes increases significantly. Although 

flat architectures are more flexible and simpler when compared to hierarchical 

architectures, hierarchical architectures provide more scalable approach (Joa-Ng 

1999). 

Hierarchical architectures and flat architectures have several different advantages 

and disadvantages when compared to each other. These advantages and 

disadvantages are summarized in table 2.1. 

Flat architecture provides better QoS since there can exists multiple paths between 

source and destination that allows to spread the traffic, reducing congestion and 

eliminating bottlenecks. Consequently, a route that better matches the specific 

requirement of a traffic stream can be chosen among other routes (Haas and 

Tabrizi 1998). 
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Table 2.1 Flat versus hierarchical architectures. 

 

On the contrary of flat architectures, routing in hierarchical networks is often sub-

optimal. Routing between two nodes that are in different clusters but that are close 

enough to each other for direct communication is a good example of sub-optimal 

routing in hierarchical networks (Haas and Tabrizi 1998). This example is 

illustrated in Figure 2.4 between nodes A and B. 

 

Figure 2.4  An example of sub-optimal routing in hierarchical architecture (Haas 

and Tabrizi 1998). 
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Since the transmission in flat architectures is limited to adjacent nodes, transmission 

power of nodes in flat networks is less than the transmission power of specialized 

nodes in hierarchical networks. This leads to three advantages for flat networks; the 

battery power conservation, increased network capacity, improved network security 

(due to the larger degree of Low Probability of Interception / Low Probability of 

Detection) (Haas and Tabrizi 1998). 

Hierarchical ad-hoc networks have an important advantage, easy mobility 

management. Since the cluster heads have the location information of all nodes in 

their own cluster, a broadcast query send to all cluster heads is sufficient in order to 

determine the location of a mobile host (Haas and Tabrizi 1998).   
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3 MAC PROTOCOLS IN AD HOC NETWORKS 

3.1 General 

Generally networks can be divided into two categories: 

 Networks using point-to-point connections. 

 Networks using broadcast channels. 

In broadcast networks, multiple stations share the same communication medium. In 

order to decide which station will get the channel in case of competition for the 

channel, an additional sublayer called MAC sublayer is needed between physical 

layer and data link control layer (DLC). Key characteristics of MAC protocols are 

increased utilization rate (or throughput efficiency), fairness and QoS (Tanenbaum 

2003) (Bertsekas and Gallager 1992). 

The purposes of MAC protocols can be summarized as: 

 To provide each node with a unique access to the shared medium. 

 To provide efficient utilization. 

 To minimize the effects of nodes that cause interference. 

 To support flexible channel allocation. 

Ad hoc networks are naturally broadcast networks since they are using wireless 

medium. The MAC protocols in wireless ad hoc networks can be classified as: 

 ALOHA. 

 Carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). 

 Multiple access with collusion avoidance (MACA and MACAW). 

 Floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA). 

 Time division multiple access (TDMA). 
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 Frequency division multiple access (FDMA). 

 Code division multiple access (CDMA). 

 Dynamic assignment multiple access (DAMA) (Joa-Ng 1999). 

There are three major problems for wireless network MAC protocols: 

 Hidden terminal problem. 

 Exposed terminal problem. 

 Intruding terminal problem (Joa-Ng 1999). 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the hidden terminal problem. Consider that node A is 

transmitting to node B. If node C senses the channel at this time, it will detect the 

channel as free, because node A is out of his range. As a result, node C falsely will 

start to transmit to node B. This will cause node A’s frames to be destroyed due to 

interference at node B. When a station is not able to detect another station that is 

out of is range but that is also in competition with it for the medium, a problem 

occurs. This is called hidden terminal problem (Tanenbaum 2003). 

 

Figure 3.1  Hidden terminal problem. 

Hidden terminal problem causes collision that result a reduction of throughput.  

One of the proposed solutions for hidden terminal problem is using ready-to-send 
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(RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) signals (Fullmer and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1997). 

This solution may not work well in ad hoc networks since the transmission and 

sensing ranges of the nodes are different.  

 

Figure 3.2: Exposed terminal problem. 

 Exposed terminal problem is illustrated in Figure 3.2. This problem can be thought 

as the reverse situation of the hidden terminal problem. Consider that node B is 

transmitting to node A. If node C senses the channel at this time, it will detect the 

channel is not free. As a result, node C will not start to transmit to node D. Actually 

the transmission of C will cause interference problem only at the area between node 

B and C, but neither node b nor node C are receiving, so this is not a problem. This 

situation called as exposed terminal problem (Tanenbaum 2003). 

Exposed terminal problem causes not to use the free channel and this results to 

reduction of throughput. One of the proposed solutions for exposed terminal 

problem is using a scheduler for scheduling transmission-receiver pairs.  

Third problem in wireless MAC protocols is intruding terminal problem. Consider 

that a RTS-CTS based dialogue is used in the network in order to overcome hidden 

terminal and exposed terminal problems. Intruding terminal problem occurs when a 

moving node which did not hear the RTS-CTS communications between two others 
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node enters to the communication range of the receiving node. Since this moving 

node did not hear any RTS-CTS dialogue, it will start to transmit when it has data 

to transmit. So transmission of this moving node will destroy the frames of the 

other two nodes (Joa-Ng 1999). 

3.2 ALOHA 

ALOHA is a random access MAC protocol. Each node can start the transmission 

whenever it has data packets to transmit, without sensing the channel (Ferrari and 

Tonguz 2003a). Since the channel is not sensed before transmission, there will be 

collisions and frames will be damaged due to these collisions. In wired networks, 

because of the feedback property of broadcast, a sender can listen the channel and 

can detect a collision. In wireless medium, listening the channel while transmitting 

is not possible since most of the radio channels are half-duplex. In this case 

acknowledgements are required. If a frame is destroyed, the sender waits for a 

random amount of time and sends the frame again. The waiting time must be 

random; otherwise same frames will collide continuously. The throughput of 

ALOHA system can be maximized by using a uniform frame size. The maximum 

throughput that can occur in ALOHA MAC protocol is 0.184 (Tanenbaum 2003).  

ALOHA protocol can easily be used in wireless ad hoc networks but the throughput 

is affected by frequent collisions (Ferrari and Tonguz 2003b) (Joa-Ng 1999). 

Although 18 percent channel utilization is not efficient, there is lot of proposed 

MAC schemes based on ALOHA, in literature.  These modified protocols generally 

achieve better throughput than ALOHA. Two of these modified schemes are DOA-

ALOHA (Singh and Singh 2003) and a spatial reuse ALOHA (Baccelli et al. 

2003).  

3.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 

Protocols in which terminals sense the channel in order to determine whether a 

transmission is occurring or not and act as a result of channel sensing are generally 

called carrier sense protocols (Tanenbaum 2003). 

Radio channels mostly used in wireless networks can be generally characterized as 

wide-band channels. Propagation delay between any source and destination is very 
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small compared to the packet transmission time.  This property leads to another 

approach called carrier sense multiple-access different from ALOHA which is a 

random access MAC protocol. In carrier sense multiple-access protocols, stations 

try to avoid collisions by listening the channel just before they start to transmit. 

According to the information got from the channel sensing, stations can take 

various actions determined by the protocol they use (Kleinrock and Tobagi 1975). 

There are various carrier sense protocols in the literature; three of them will be 

investigated here: 

 Nonpersistent CSMA. 

 1-persistent CSMA. 

 P-persistent CSMA. 

In nonpersistent CSMA, first of all, a station that has a packet to send, senses the 

channel. If the channel is idle, it transmits its packet. If the channel is busy, then the 

station does not continuously sense the channel in order to start its transmission 

whenever it senses the channel as idle but it reschedules its transmission to some 

later time according to the retransmission delay distribution. After waiting for a 

random period of time determined by retransmission delay distribution, the station 

repeats the algorithm described (Kleinrock and Tobagi 1975). 

In 1-persistent CSMA, a station that has data to send, senses the channel. If the 

channel is idle, the station transmits its data with a probability of one. If the channel 

is busy, the station continues to sense the channel until it becomes idle and transmit 

its data with a probability of one. The propagation delay has a great effect on the 

performance of the protocol. Consider the situation where a station just starts to 

transmit data. If the station signal does not reach another station that wants to 

transmit data, the other one will sense the channel as idle and will start to transmit, 

resulting a collision. If the propagation delay increases, the performance of the 

protocol gets worse. Even, the case of zero propagation delay is problematic for 1-

persistent CSMA. If two stations want to transmit when a third station is 

transmitting, both of the stations will wait until the transmission of third station 

finishes and they will start immediately to transmit that results in a collision. This 
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protocol has better performance than pure ALOHA (Kleinrock and Tobagi 1975) 

(Tanenbaum 2003). 

P-persistent CSMA is a generalization of 1-persistent CSMA. This protocol applies 

to slotted channels. If a station is ready to transmit, it senses the channel, if channel 

is idle, the station starts to transmit with a probability of p, and this means the 

station may wait for the next slot with a probability of 1-p. In the next slot, again 

the station can transmit with a probability of p or it can wait for a probability of 1-p. 

This process repeats until the station transmits its data or another station gets the 

channel. If another station gets the channel, the other acts as there is a collision and 

waits for a random period of time before trying to retransmit. If the station initially 

senses the channel as busy, it waits until the beginning of next slot and repeats the 

algorithm described (Tanenbaum 2003). 

3.4 Multiple Access With Collusion Avoidance (MACA) 

“Multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) was inspired by the carrier 

sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) method used by the Apple 

Localtalk network for somewhat different reasons” (Karn 1990).   

In CSMA/CA when a station wants to transmit, firstly it sends a short request to 

send (RTS) packet to the destination and waits for a clear to send (CTS) packet 

from the receiver. If the sender does not receive (CTS) packet from the receiver, it 

just repeats its RTS after a timeout and waits for a longer time for CTS packet.  

Since this three steps dialogue requires transmissions of both sender and receiver. 

The RTS packets tell to the receiver that data will follow the RTS packet. The 

receiver returns a CTS packet when it receives a RTS packet and enters to the read 

mode. CSMA/CA requires that stations do not transmit when they hear an RTS or a 

CTS packet of other stations. This reduces the probability of collisions (Karn 

1990).   

CSMA/CA does not provide a solution for hidden terminal and exposed terminal 

problems. In wireless networks carrier sensing is often useless since when a hidden 

terminal exists, lack of the carrier does not mean that transmission can occur and 

when an exposed terminal exists, presence of carrier does not mean that 

transmission can not occur. In MACA the channel sensing is not used. The collision 
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avoidance is achieved by the RTS and CTS packets that have some effects not only 

on sender and receiver but also on other nodes in the network (Karn 1990).   

When a station overhears an RTS message address to another station, it does not 

transmit and waits until the receiver can find enough time for sending a CTS 

message.  When a station overhears a CTS packet addressed to another station, it 

does not transmit and waits until the receiver can find enough time for receiving the 

data (Karn 1990).   

In MACA, when a station receives a CTS packet addressed for another station, it 

understands that if it transmits, there will be a collision for the sender of CTS 

packet. In this situation MACA prevents transmission on the contrary of CSMA 

that would permit the transmission resulting a collision. In this way, MACA avoids 

the hidden terminal problem (Karn 1990).   

If a station receives a RTS packet address for another station but it does not receive 

CTS packet responding to that RTS packet, it understands that the receiver station is 

down or is out of his range and it concludes that it can transmit whenever it wants. 

In this way MACA solves the exposed terminal problem (Karn 1990).   

All these precautions do not prevent collisions. Consider the case of two stations A 

and B that transmit RTS packets for station C at the same time. The corresponding 

RTS packets will collide and will be lost (Tanenbaum 2003). In case of collision, 

transmitting stations (stations A and B in this example) wait for a random period of 

time and they send RTS packets again. The random period of time is determined by 

randomized exponential back-off algorithm. Although, this strategy decreases the 

numbers of collisions, it does not prevent all of the collisions (Karn 1990).   

3.5 Multiple Access With Collusion Avoidance For Wireless  (MACAW) 

In 1994, Bharghavan, Demers, Shenker, and Zhang proposed a new protocol called 

MACAW based on the simulation studies of MACA. In their work, they get four 

important insights: 

 Relevant congestion is at the receiver side, not at the sender side. 

 Congestion is not homogeneous; it changes according to the location of the 

receiver. 
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 Learning about congestion must be a collective work of the stations. 

 MAC protocol must propagate synchronization information about 

contention periods (Bharghavan et al. 1994). 

Considering these insights, some changes to MACA is proposed. In order to prevent 

congestion at the sender, a new messaging stream, RTS-CTS-DS-DATA-ACK 

exchanges, is proposed (DS-Data sending, ACK-Acknowledge) (Bharghavan et al. 

1994). 

Since the congestion depends on location of the receiver, it is not appropriate to 

characterize congestion by a single backoff parameter, separate backoff parameters 

for each streams are proposed in order to determine which end of the stream 

experience collision. In this way fairness is improved (Bharghavan et al. 1994). 

If stations determine congestion using only their own information leads to 

asymmetric view of the environment. In order to overcome this problem, copying 

backoff parameters from overhead packets is proposed (Bharghavan et al. 1994). 

Synchronization of contention period is needed so that all stations can contend 

effectively. Using DS packets for the exchange of synchronization information is 

proposed. Since the congestion occurs in receiver side, the receiver side must 

initiate contention for access. DS packet provides this initiation (Bharghavan et al. 

1994). 

In order to avoid RTS packets collisions, carrier sensing before sending RTS packet 

is also proposed in MACAW. Consequently, the changes described above increase 

the performance of the MACAW protocol. MACAW protocol yields better 

performance than the MACA protocol (Tanenbaum 2003). 

3.6 Floor Acquisition Multiple Access (FAMA) for Packet-Radio Networks 

FAMA protocol consists of both carrier sensing and a collision avoidance dialogue. 

Atmost one station can get control of the channel, called the floor, at a given time. 

This station has the guarantee of transmitting one or more data packets to different 

destinations with no collision (Fullmer and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1995). 

The objective of FAMA is to allow station to acquire the floor dynamically. FAMA 

protocol does not need any separate control sub-channels or preambles in order to 
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reserve the channel. In FAMA, a station that wants to send data must acquire the 

floor. Control packets that are multiplexed with data packets in the same channel, 

are used for acquiring the floor. Using this kind of multiplexing, although control 

packets may collide with each other, data packets are always send free of collision 

(Fullmer and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1995). 

When a node wants to transmit, it starts to exchange RTS-CTS packets with its 

destination. If this node is the only one that starts the RTS-CTS exchange, the floor 

is dynamically assigned to it. When the floor is assigned to a node, this node is 

guaranteed to transmit data packets without any collision. In this way FAMA 

protocol can solve the hidden terminal and exposed terminal problems. In FAMA, 

carrier sensing is used in order to increase the throughput (Joa-Ng 1999). 

Although FAMA solves hidden terminal and exposed terminal problems, it does not 

consider the intruding terminal problem. Consider the case of a mobile station that 

does not receive the RTS-CTS dialogues of the sender and receiver, enters to the 

communication range of the receiver. In this case, any transmission of this moving 

station will cause a collision. The intruding terminal problem decreases the 

throughput of FAMA protocol (Joa-Ng 1999). 

3.7 Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 

As illustrated in figure 3.3, in TDMA, time is divided into frames and frames are 

divided into time slots. If there are N nodes in the network, then there are N slots in 

a frame. Each station can transmit using all available frequencies during its time 

slot. A station just listens the channel, during other slots. The station must wait until 

its next turn before transmitting again. If a station does not have any data to 

transmit during its period, other nodes remain idle, even if they have data to send 

(Baker et al. 1984). 

In TDMA, each frame and slots start with preamble containing synchronization 

information. Guard bits are also needed at the end of each slot. Multiple time slots 

can also be assigned for one station. This property permits to achieve flexible 

resource allocation. TDMA is used in second-generation digital networks, such as 

GSM (in Europe) and D-AMPS (in USA). 
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Figure 3.3  Time division multiple access (Rappaport 1996). 

3.8 Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 

As illustrated in figure 3.4, in FDMA protocol bandwidth is divided into a number 

of channels. Each node is assigned a unique channel (i.e. unique frequency) for the 

duration of their communication. A channel becomes a wasted resource when it is 

not used. Consequently this technique is inefficient if the node does not use the 

channel assigned to it (Shetty 2004). 

FDMA channels have generally narrow bandwidth (30 Khz) and therefore they are 

usually implemented in narrowband systems. Since the node has a unique 

bandwidth assigned to it all the time, FDMA, on the contrary of TDMA, does not 

require synchronization, timing control and framing. This makes the FDMA 

technique algorithmically easy. Since complex frequency planning is required in 

this technique, it is not flexible. Guard bands are used between frequency bands in 

order to prevent interference between adjacent channels. Guard bands are unused 

frequency slots that separate neighboring channels.  Since they are not used, guard 

bands are also waste resources. In FDMA, assigned channels are idle, if there is no 

transmission. This means that if there is not continuous transmission in FDMA, it 
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wastes resources. AMPS, which is the first analog cellular system in the US, and 

TACS in Europe use FDMA based MAC protocol (Shetty 2004). 

 

Figure 3.4 Frequency division multiple access (Rappaport 1996). 

3.9 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

In CDMA, all stations occupy the same bandwidth, but different codes are assigned 

to each station as shown in figure 3.5. CDMA uses a spread spectrum technique. In 

this technique a spreading signal with a large bandwidth is used for spread the 

narrow band message signal. In CDMA, generally, a technique called, direct 

sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) is used. In DS-SS technique each station has its 

own code, which is orthogonal to the codes of other stations. A receiver must know 

the code of the transmitting station in order to detect its message.  As FDMA, 

CDMA does not require synchronization (Shetty 2004). 
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Figure 3.5 Code division multiple access (Rappaport 1996). 

CDMA has several advantages: 

 Frequency diversity. 

 Multipath resistance. 

 Privacy. 

 Graceful degradation (Stallings 2002). 

Since transmission is spread over a large spectrum in CDMA, frequency dependent 

noises are not effective. DS-SS overcomes the Multipath fading using frequency 

diversity, also version of the signal that is delayed does not interfere by the 

dominant signal.  Privacy is inherent since each user has a unique code. Unlike 

FDMA and TDMA where a fixed number of stations that can access to the medium, 

in CDMA, when more users access to the medium, noise level and error rate 
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increases, but system continues to work until an unacceptable error rate is achieved 

(Stallings 2002). 

CDMA has also some disadvantages: 

 Self-jamming. 

 Near-far problem. 

 Soft handoff (Stallings 2002). 

CDMA has a problem of self-jamming when the spreading codes for different users 

are not exactly orthogonal. Signals closer to the receiver are received with less 

attenuation than the signal is far from the receiver; so effective power control 

techniques must be used in CDMA. A CDMA system must use soft handoff unlike 

the FDMA and TDMA, which uses hard handoff. Soft handoff that requires that 

mobile units acquire the new cell before it leaves the old one and this kind of 

handoff is more complex than hard handoff (Stallings 2002). 

3.10 Dynamic Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA) 

As in TDMA and slotted ALOHA, in DAMA channel is divided into equal time 

slots. After every M slots one slot is subdivided into V small slots. These small 

slots are used for channel reservations and acknowledgements. Transmission of 

these small slots uses a contention based ALOHA medium access scheme. M large 

slots are reserved and used for data packets (Roberts 1973).   

There are two channel states in DAMA: 

 ALOHA state. 

 RESERVED state (Roberts 1973).   

On start up and every time the reservation queue becomes empty, the channel is in 

ALOHA state. In this state small slots are used for reservations, acknowledgements 

and even small data packets can be sent in this state. The transmission MAC 

protocol in this state is ALOHA. After ALOHA state, RESERVED state begins 

with first successful reservation (Roberts 1973).   

When a station has a data packet or multi data packets to send, it just waits for the 

next ALOHA state and transmits a reservation message, in a randomly selected one 
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or more of the V small slot. One or more of the RESERVED slots are requested by 

a reservation.  When a reservation is received each station notes the number of 

RESERVED slots requested and they are blocked to transmit their data packet 

during these RESERVED slots. Since there is one common queue in each station 

collisions of data packets are avoided (Roberts 1973).  

In order to have one common queue in each station, it is necessary and sufficient to 

provide that each station receives the reservations correctly. This can be assured by 

using standard packet sum check hardware and send three independent copies of the 

reservation data (Roberts 1973). 

3.11 Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) 

The sensor-MAC is a contention-based MAC protocol proposed for sensor 

networks. On the contrary of traditional MAC protocols, S-MAC has energy 

conservation and self-configurability as the primary goals, on the other hand per-

node fairness, latency, and throughput are less important for S-MAC. The attributes 

considered in the design of S-MAC are: energy efficiency, scalability and 

adaptability to the changes in network size, node density and topology (Ye et al. 

2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

Energy consumption is the most important attribute in the design of S-MAC. The 

major sources of energy waste in sensor networks are (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 

2004): 

 Collisions. 

 Overhearing. 

 Control packet overhead. 

 Idle listening. 

In the exchange of some reduction in per-hop fairness and increase in latency, S-

MAC reduces energy waste caused by all the sources stated above. There are four 

major components in S-MAC (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004): 

 Periodic listen and sleep. 

 Collision avoidance. 
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 Overhearing avoidance. 

 Message Passing. 

Periodic listen and sleep: 

Nodes are idle for a long time in many sensor network applications if no sensing 

event occurs. Idle listening consumes significant energy. In S-MAC, nodes go into 

periodic sleep state, which reduces the listening time. When a node is in sleep state, 

it turns off its radio and sets a timer to awake later. Duty cycle is reduced up to 10% 

(Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

Although a node is free to choose its own listen/sleep schedules, synchronization 

between neighboring nodes is preferred in order to reduce control overhead. Nodes 

periodically broadcast SYNC packets in order to exchange their schedules with 

their neighbors. A SYNC packet follows the normal contention procedure. In order 

to reduce collisions of SYNC packets randomized carrier sense time is used in S-

MAC (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

In S-MAC nodes have a flat, peer-to-peer topology. On the contrary of clustering 

protocols, S-MAC does not use coordination through cluster heads. Virtual 

clustering used in S-MAC, makes a group of nodes that are close to each other to be 

synchronized around a common schedule, and provides robustness in topology 

compared to the clustering protocols. The disadvantage of this protocol is the 

latency that increases at each hop (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

Although periodic sleeping effectively reduces energy waste, it increases latency. In 

order to reduce latency caused by periodic sleeping, coordinated sleeping is used in 

S-MAC. Each node maintains a schedule table where it stores schedules of its all 

neighbors. First of all, a node listens for a fixed amount of time that is greater than 

the synchronization period. If it does not hear any SYNC packet, it immediately 

chooses its own schedule. If it hears a SYNC packet from a neighbor before 

choosing its own schedule, it sets the same schedule with its neighbor. Then it will 

announce its schedule at its next scheduled listening time. When a node receives a 

different schedule after it chooses its own schedule, there are two possibilities. If it 

does not have any other neighbor, it can leave its own schedule and apply the new 
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one. If it already follows a schedule with one or more of its neighbors, it adopts 

both schedules (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004).  

In coordinated sleeping, clock drift at each node can cause synchronization errors. 

In order to overcome these errors, two techniques are used: timestamps exchanged 

by nodes are relative and listen period is significantly greater than clock drift rates. 

Although these techniques, periodic schedule update is needed (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye 

et al. 2004).  

Periodic sleeping and listening increase the latency, however, when a sensing event 

occurs, sensing data must be passed through the network without two much delay. 

In order to reduce the latency, nodes that are in low-duty-cycle mode are passed to a 

more active mode when a sensing event occurs. This technique proposed by S-

MAC is called adaptive listening. In this technique, when a node overhears its 

neighbor’s RTS or CTS, it wakes up for a short period of time at the end of the 

transmission of its neighbor, and if it is the next hop, its neighbor can pass 

immediately the data to it, instead of waiting for scheduled listening time (Ye et al. 

2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

Collision avoidance: 

S-MAC uses virtual and physical carrier sensing and RTS/CTS exchange in order to 

avoid collisions (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

There is a duration field at each packet transmitted in the network, when a node 

hears a packet that is not addressed to it, it just updates its network allocation vector 

(NAV) according to this duration field, and it sets a timer for NAV. This technique 

is called virtual carrier sense (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

In physical carrier sense sensing time is randomized within a contention window in 

order to avoid collisions and starvations. The medium is determined as free if both 

virtual and physical carrier sense indicate that it is free (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 

2004).  

Although RTS and CTS packets are not used in broadcast packets, 

RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK sequence is used in unicast packets. When a node fails to 

get medium, it just goes to sleep until the receiver becomes free.  Nodes do not 
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follow their normal schedules when they are transmitting (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 

2004). 

Overhearing avoidance: 

 When node density and network traffic are high, overhearing causes considerable 

waste of energy. In order to avoid overhearing S-MAC lets the nodes to sleep after 

they hear an RTS and CTS packet that is not addressed to them. Since data packets 

are much longer than control packets, this approach prevents neighboring nodes to 

overhear long data packets (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

Each node has NAV to indicate the activity in its vicinity; it must be sleep until its 

NAV becomes zero in order to prevent overhearing (Ye et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 

2004). 

Message Passing: 

In order to transmit a long message efficiently S-MAC fragments it into small 

fragments and transmits these fragments in a burst. In order to prevent large control 

overhead, S-MAC uses only one RTS-CTS.  When a fragment is transmitted, 

sender waits for an ACK. If ACK from the receiver fails, sender extends its 

reserved transmission period and retransmits the current fragment immediately (Ye 

et al. 2002) (Ye et al. 2004). 

3.12 Timeout-MAC (T-MAC) 

T-MAC is a contention-based MAC protocol designed for sensor networks. Energy 

consumption is the most important criteria for T-MAC protocol (Dam and 

Langendoen 2003). 

In sensor application there are mainly two communication patterns (Dam and 

Langendoen 2003): 

 Local unicast/broadcast. 

 Nodes to sink reporting. 

When these two communication patterns are considered, it is obvious that the 

message rate in the network is not constant and varies according to time and 
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location. Nodes to sink reporting also implies that the message rate is higher at the 

network edges (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 

Since energy consumption is the main criterion for T-MAC, energy waste forms 

such as idle listening, collisions, protocol overhead and overhearing is considered in 

T-MAC protocol design. Other energy waste forms are insignificant when 

compared to idle listening. Although S-MAC is a solution for reducing idle 

listening time, fixed duty cycle does not provide optimality. In a sensor network 

latency requirements and buffer size are generally fixed but message rate usually 

vary by time and location. In a protocol that uses fixed duty cycle as a solution, 

nodes must be deployed with an active time that can handle the maximum expected 

load. When the actual load is lower than maximum load, the active time is not 

optimally used and energy is wasted. T-MAC protocol proposes to dynamically 

determine the length of the active time and to transmit all messages in a burst of 

variable length, in order to reduce the idle listening (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 

Basic Protocol: 

Nodes periodically wake up in order to communicate with their neighbors. Nodes 

communicate with each others using RTS, CTS, ACK messages that avoid 

collisions and provide reliable transmission (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 

Nodes listen and transmit when they are in an active period. When there is no 

activation event for a time TA, the activation period ends. Activation events can be 

stated as (Dam and Langendoen 2003): 

 Periodic timer reset. 

 Data reception on the radio receiver. 

 Sensing of communication on the radio receiver. 

 End-of-transmission of a node’s own data or ACK. 

 Due to overhearing RTS or CTS packets, knowing that the communication 

of a neighbor is finished. 

TA is the minimum time of idle listening per frame. Since messages must be 

buffered when a node is in passive mode, buffer capacity can be considered as an 

upper limit for the maximum frame time (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 
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Clustering and Synchronization: 

Frame synchronization in T-MAC is achieved by virtual clustering, as described in 

S-MAC. In virtual clustering scheme, group of local nodes form clusters with the 

same schedule but not all the nodes in the network are forced to have the same 

schedule. The virtual clustering is explained in detailed at the previous section 

(Dam and Langendoen 2003). 

RTS Operation and Choosing TA: 

Since in T-MAC protocol every node transmits its messages in a burst at the start of 

frame, the medium is saturated during this burst. A node races with others for 

winning the medium every time it sends a RTS packet. Since the load is high and 

does not change, an increasing contention interval is not useful. Consequently fixed 

contention interval, within which RTS transmission starts by waiting and listening 

for a random time is used in T-MAC. This fixed contention interval is adjusted for 

maximum load and is used every time whether there is a collision or not (Dam and 

Langendoen 2003). 

There are three possibilities when a node sends an RTS, but does not receive the 

CTS back (Dam and Langendoen 2003): 

 Due to the collusion, the receiving node does not receive the RTS message. 

 Due to an overheard RTS or CTS, the receiving node does not reply to the 

RST message. 

 The receiving node is sleeping. 

When a sending node does not hear an RTS within TA, it will go to sleep. But this 

is not an appropriate behavior in case 1 and 2, since in these situations the receiving 

node can still be awake. Consequently in T-MAC, a node must retry to re-send the 

RTS message two times if it does not receive any reply, then it can go to sleep 

(Dam and Langendoen 2003). 

Since in T-MAC, a node can be the destination of a subsequent message, it should 

be awake when its neighbors are still communicating. In order to trigger a new 

interval TA, a node must receive start of RTS or CTS packet. Since a node may not 

hear the an RTS message since it can be out of the range, the TA interval must be 
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long enough for receiving at least the start of the CTS message. This gives a lower 

limit for the length of the TA (Dam and Langendoen 2003): 

TA > C + R + T 

where C is the length of the contention interval, R is the length of an RTS packet, 

and T is the time between the end of an RTS message and beginning of CTS 

message. In T-MAC, TA is chosen as 1,5 X (C + R + T) (Dam and Langendoen 

2003). 

Overhearing Avoidance: 

As proposed in S-MAC, overhearing avoidance by turning the radio, when an RTS 

and CTS message of others is received, is a good idea. However, when a node goes 

to sleep for overhearing avoidance, it can miss other RTS and CTS messages and 

disturb communication of other when it wakes up and consequently overhead due to 

the collision can be increased significantly and this will decrease the maximum 

throughput. Although overhearing avoidance saves some energy it should not be 

used when maximum throughput is required. So in T-MAC overhearing avoidance 

is optional (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 

Asymmetric Communication: 

T-MAC protocol suffers from early sleeping problem that occurs in case of 

asymmetric communication. In early sleeping problem, a node goes to sleep 

although one of its neighbors has message(s) for it. Two solutions for early sleeping 

problem are proposed in T-MAC (Dam and Langendoen 2003): 

 Future request-to-send. 

 Taking priority of full buffers. 

The first solution is future request-to-send. In this scheme, when a node overhears a 

CTS packet destined for another node, it can immediately send a future-request –to-

send (FRTS) packet. The FRTS packet also contains the length of the blocking data 

communication.  The node that receives an FRTS message, understands that it will 

be destination of a future RTS packet and it must be awake at this time. Since a 

FRTS packet can disturb the data packet. Data packets must be postponed for the 

duration of an FRTS packet (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 
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The second solution is taking priority of full buffers. When a node’s sending or 

routing buffer is full, it will prefer to send instead of receive. In this situation, 

taking priority of full buffers scheme propose that when a node receives a RTS 

message, it must send its own RTS message instead of replying the RTS message 

received. Consequently a node that does not reply an RTS message has greater 

chance in order to win the medium (Dam and Langendoen 2003). 
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4 ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN AD HOC NETWORKS 

4.1 Conventional Routing Protocols 

4.1.1 General 

Routing is the function of network layer, which determines the path for the traffic 

between source and destination. Since generally a packet must hop several hops 

before reaching the destination, a routing protocol is needed. A routing protocol has 

two main functions: 

 Selection of routes for various source-destination pairs. 

 Delivery of messages to their correct destinations (Sun 2000). 

A routing algorithm decides which output line will be used for transmitting an 

incoming packet. Desirable properties of a routing algorithm are: 

 Correctness. 

 Simplicity. 

 Robustness. 

 Stability. 

 Fairness. 

 Optimality (Tanenbaum 2003). 

Routing protocols can be classified into two categories, according to when and how 

the routes are discovered: 

 Table-driven routing protocols. 

 On-demand routing protocols. 

In table-driven routing protocols, each node maintains one or more tables in order 

to save the routing information to all other nodes in the network. Periodically or 

when there is a topology change in the network, nodes propagate update messages 
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throughout the network in order to keep consistent and up-to-date routing 

information about the network. Table-driven routing protocols differ from each 

others by the way the topology change information is distributed in the network and 

by the number of tables used for saving routing information. The important 

examples for table-driven routing protocols are Distance Vector routing protocol 

and Link State routing protocol (Sun 2000). 

In on-demand routing protocols, instead of saving all up-to-date routes in routing 

tables, a route is discovered when it is required. When a source wants to send data 

packets to a destination, it runs a route discovery mechanism to find the path to that 

destination. The route discovered remains valid until the destination becomes 

unreachable or the route becomes unneeded. An important example of on-demand 

routing protocols is Source Routing protocol (Sun 2000). 

4.1.2 Flooding 

Many of the routing protocols use broadcast for distributing control messages. In 

broadcasting, a message is sent from an origin node to all other nodes. A widely 

used form of broadcast is named flooding. In flooding every incoming packet is 

forwarded from every outgoing lines except the line on which the packet has 

arrived. Flooding generates an infinite number of duplicate packets if some 

measures are not taken. In order to prevent infinite number of duplicate packet, one 

of the measures that can be taken is to include live count in the header of the 

packets. This counter is decremented at each hop, and the packet is discarded when 

the live counter reaches zero (Tanenbaum 2003). 

4.1.3 DistanceVector Routing Protocol 

In Distance Vector routing protocol, each router maintains a routing table indexed 

by, and having an entry for, each router in the network. This entry has two parts: the 

outgoing line to use for that destination and an estimate of the metric to that 

destination. The metric used might be number of hops, time delay, number of 

packet queued, etc. (Tanenbaum 2003). 

Each router only monitors the cost of its outgoing links in order to learn the 

distance to each of its neighbors. Instead of broadcasting this information to all 

nodes, each router periodically broadcasts to each of its neighbors the estimate of 
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the shortest distance to every other router in the network. The receiving routers use 

this information in order to recalculate the routing tables using shortest path 

algorithm. The advantage of Distance Vector routing protocol is simplicity, 

efficient computation, less storage capacity. The main disadvantage of Distance 

Vector routing algorithm is the slow convergence when the network topology 

changes.  Since the nodes choose their next-hops in a distributed manner, short-

lived and long-lived routing loops can occur (Tanenbaum 2003). 

4.1.4 Link State Routing Protocol 

In Link State Routing protocol, each router saves the complete view of the network 

topology with a cost for each link, to their routing tables. Each router periodically 

broadcasts the link costs of its outgoing links to all other nodes in the network using 

flooding, in order to keep the network topology view up-to-date. When each router 

receives these update messages, it use this information for updating its routing table 

using shortest path algorithm and choose the next-hop for each destination 

(Tanenbaum 2003). 

Link State routing protocol can be explained in six parts: 

1) Discovering neighbors and learning their network addresses. 

2) Measuring the cost to all neighbors. 

3) Constructing update packets. 

4) Sending this packet to all other routers using flooding. 

5) Receiving update packets. 

6)  Computing shortest path to every other routers (Tanenbaum 2003). 

Problems such as incorrect view of link costs, partitioned networks, etc. can cause  

the formation of routing-loops. However, these loops are short-lived since disappear 

when related update message traverses the diameter of the network (Tanenbaum 

2003). 

4.1.5 Source Routing Protocol 

In Source Routing protocol, a router that wants to send data to a destination sends 

query message to all routing in the network using flooding.  The query packet stores 

the information of the intermediate nodes in its path. When the destination or 
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another router that has already learned the path to the destination, answers the query 

packet by sending a response packet addressed to the source, which include the 

intermediate nodes in the path. Since multiple responses may be produces, source 

computes the shortest path from the responses that it receives. If a link fails after 

any path including this link is computed, another query-response packets are 

transmitted in order to keep the routing up-to-date. As its name indicates, routing 

decision is made at the source in Source Routing Protocol (Sun 2000). 

Easy avoidance of loops and minimized overhead are advantages of Source Routing 

protocol. Its disadvantage is each packet requires a slight overhead because of the 

route discover process. This overhead grows when the packet travels more hops to 

reach the destination (Sun 2000).   

4.2 Routing In Ad Hoc Networks 

In wireless ad hoc networks, the network topology changes frequently because of 

high mobility of nodes. It is critical to have a routing protocol that delivers packets 

efficiently between source and destination. The conventional routing protocols are 

not appropriate for wireless ad hoc networks since they are designed for networks 

with static topology. The conventional routing protocols have problem of 

convergence to a steady state when they are used in wireless ad hoc networks (Sun 

2000). 

There are several problems when conventional routing protocols are used in 

wireless ad hoc networks. Some of these problems are: 

 Conventional routing protocols assume bi-directional links but transmission 

between two hosts does not always work equally well in wireless networks. 

Consequently, some routes determined by conventional routing protocols may 

not work in some environments. 

 Many links between hosts seen by the routing algorithm may be redundant 

in wireless ad hoc networks. When a node A wants to send packet to node B, if 

there are many nodes in the range of node A that can forward packets equally 

well to B, the routing algorithm see all of these paths. These redundant paths 

cause unnecessary routing updates and CPU overhead for computing these 

updates. 
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 Periodically sending updates wastes network bandwidth since the 

transmissions in ad hoc networks are over wireless medium. 

 Periodically sending routing updates wastes battery power, since 

transmitting a packet expends significant amount of battery. 

 Conventional routing protocols are not designed for dynamic topology 

changes that are present in wireless networks (Johnson 1994). 

Major issues in wireless ad hoc networks are limited bandwidth and the high rate of 

topological changes. A routing protocol designed for wireless ad hoc networks must 

minimize the control messages in the network and must be rapidly adapted to 

topology changes. The dynamic topology of ad hoc networks is not appropriate for 

using centralized entity, thus an ad hoc routing protocol must work in a completely 

distributed manner and must also be self-starting and self-organizing (Larsson and 

Hedman 1998). 

Routing protocols in ad hoc networks must efficiently provide multi-hop, loop-free 

paths. An ad network requires dynamic topology information maintenance in order 

to adapt to frequent link changes. It also requires a routing protocol that converges 

rapidly from an unstable state. Low bandwidth usage requires low routing control 

overhead.  The broadcast nature of wireless medium that facilitates routing 

information transmission must be also notes as an advantage for ad hoc routing 

protocols (Larsson and Hedman 1998). 

Some desirable properties of ad hoc routing protocols can be stated as: 

 Distributed operation. 

 Loop free. 

 Demand based operation. 

 Unidirectional link support. 

 Security. 

 Power conservation. 

 Multiple routes. 

 QoS support (Larsson and Hedman 1998). 
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 Fast Convergence. 

 Low overhead (Sun 2000). 

As shown in figure 4.1 the existing ad hoc routing protocols can be classified into 

either reactive or proactive routing protocols.  

 

Figure 4.1 Classification of ad hoc networks routing protocols (Royer and Toh 

1998). 

Proactive protocols, also called table-driven protocols, attempt to continuously 

evaluate the routes and maintain routing information from each node to every node 

in the network. In these protocols each node saves one or more routing tables and 

they send update messages to all other nodes in the network when there is a 

topology change. Consequently, in these protocols when a packet needs to be 

forwarded, the route is already known and can be immediately used. The areas in 

which table-driven protocols differ are the number of routing tables and the method 

use for broadcasting update messages. The family of Distance-Vector protocols is a 

good example for proactive schemes. Some of the proactive protocols used in ad 

hoc networks are: 
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 Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV). 

 Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR). 

 Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) (Royer and Toh 1998) (Haas and 

Tabrizi 1998) (Kim et al. 1999). 

Reactive protocols, also called, on-demand or demand-driven protocols, creates a 

route only when it is demanded by a source. Consequently when a route is needed a 

mechanism similar to global search procedure is used.  The route discovery process 

initiated by a source continues until a route is found or all route permutations are 

examined.  When a route is discovered, it is maintained until the destination 

becomes unreachable or the route is not needed anymore. Flooding is a good 

example for demand-driven protocols. Some of the reactive protocols used in ad 

hoc networks are: 

 Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV). 

 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). 

 Lightweight Mobile Routing (LMR). 

 Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA). 

 Associativity-Based Routing (ABR). 

 Signal Stability Routing (SSR) (Royer and Toh 1998) (Haas and Tabrizi 

1998) (Kim et al. 1999). 

The advantage of proactive protocols is that, when a node is needed, there is little 

delay for determining the route. Contrarily, in reactive protocols, since a route is not 

available when it is requested and the route discovery process takes some time, the 

delay for determining a route can be quite significant. Route discovery process in 

reactive schemes requires also significant control messages to propagate within the 

network. Since pure reactive protocols experience long delay and excessive control 

traffic, it is not efficient to use them in real-time communication. Using pure 

proactive protocols in wireless ad hoc network also is not efficient since they are 

continuously using a large part of the network resources to keep the routing 

protocols up-to-date (Haas and Tabrizi 1998). 
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Since pure proactive and pure reactive routing protocols are not appropriate for 

wireless ad hoc networks, hybrid protocols that are based on-demand route 

discovery for a limited search cost are needed. An example of a hybrid protocol is 

Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) (Kim et al. 1999). 

4.3 Destination-Sequenced Distant-Vector (DSDV) Routing 

DSDV routing protocol is a variant of distance-vector algorithms that is designed 

for wireless networks. It is a destination-based proactive protocol. In DSDV all 

nodes has a routing table that has an entry for each reachable destination in the 

network. Routing table is index by destination address of each node in the network 

and each entry in the table consists of next-hop and number of hops for the 

destination (Larsson and Hedman 1998). 

The difference of DSDV from traditional distance vector protocols is that it 

guarantees loop-free routes. In order to guarantee loop-free routes, in DSDV each 

route in the routing table is tagged by a sequence number assigned by the 

destination node.  The sequence number shows the freshness of the route, and new 

routes are assigned higher sequence numbers. DSDV also prevents routing 

fluctuations by delaying to advertise unstable routes (Perkins and Bhagwat 1994). 

DSDV periodically broadcasts update messages but it also broadcast event-

triggered updates in order to handle frequent topology changes in ad hoc networks. 

In order to reduce large amount of traffic caused by the update messages, two types 

of update packets are used. The first is known as full dump. The full dump carries 

all available routing information. The second is incremental dump. The incremental 

dump carries only the information that is changed since the last dump (Perkins and 

Bhagwat 1994). 

Since DSDV uses periodic broadcast, some time is needed for it to converge. On 

the contrary of static networks for which the convergence time is negligible, in ad 

hoc networks where is the topology is dynamic, the convergence time means a lot 

of dropped packets before a valid route is detected. The periodic and event-

triggered updates also use large amount of network resources especially when node 

mobility is high (Larsson and Hedman 1998). 
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4.4 Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) 

Although CGRS protocol is based on DSDV routing algorithm, it differs from 

DSDV in the type of addressing and network organization scheme employed. On 

the contrary of DSDV that has flat network architecture, CGRS has hierarchical 

network architecture. CGRS routes the traffic from source to destination using a 

cluster-head-to-gateway routing approach. Mobile nodes are aggregated into 

clusters, and clusters are elected by using a cluster head selection algorithm. All 

nodes that are in the range of a cluster-head belong to that cluster-head’s cluster. A 

gateway is a node that is in the range of two or more cluster-heads (Royer and Toh 

1999). 

When a node wants to transmit a packet, first it forwards the packet to its cluster-

head. Its cluster-head forward the packet to gateway nodes and gateway nodes 

forward it to other cluster-heads, this process continues until the cluster-head of the 

destination node is reach. When the cluster-head of the destination receive the 

packet, it is forwarded to the destination. This routing scheme is illustrated in 

Figure 4.2 (Royer and Toh 1999). 

 

Figure 4.2 Cluster-head gateway switch routing: routing from node 1 to node 8 

(Royer and Toh 1999). 

When the routing scheme stated above is used, each node must have a cluster 

member table where it stores the cluster head of each node in the network. The 
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cluster member tables are periodically broadcasted using the DSDV algorithm and 

each node update its cluster member table when it receives such a update message 

from its neighbors (Royer and Toh 1999). 

In addition to cluster member table, each node must also have another routing table 

that is used for determining next-hop for reaching the destination.  When a node 

receives a packet, it checks its cluster member for the nearest cluster-head on the 

path to that destination. Then it checks its routing table in order to determine next-

hop to reach the selected cluster head and it transmits the packet (Royer and Toh 

1999). 

CGRS protocol is very scalable because it uses a clustering approach that limits the 

number of update and control packets. However, clustering approach can suffer 

from point failures. Frequent cluster head changes can affect the routing protocol 

performance since nodes are busy in cluster head selection rather than packet 

forwarding. In addition using clustered approach causes to have routes between 

nodes in different clusters that are not shortest-paths (Sun 2000). 

4.5 Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) 

Distance Vector routing protocols such as DSDV and CGRS are based on Bellman-

Ford algorithm and they suffer from count-to-infinity problem. WRP that is based 

on a path-finding algorithm eliminates this problem. WRP that is a table-based 

proactive routing protocol aims to maintain routing information among all nodes in 

the network. Each node in the network has four tables: 

 Distance table. 

 Routing table. 

 Link-cost table. 

 Message retransmission list (MRL)  (Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 

1996). 

The message retransmission list specifies one or more retransmission entry. Each 

entry in MRL consists of the sequence number of an update message, a 

retransmission counter that is decremented every time the node sends a new update 

message, an ack-required flag that specifies that the destination node has send 
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acknowledge to the update message represented by this entry, and a list of updates 

sent in the update message. MRL saves the information of which updates in an 

update message must be retransmitted and which of the neighbors must be 

acknowledge these retransmissions (Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1996).  

WRP uses both periodic and event triggered (when a link changes occurs) update 

messages. An update message is sent only between adjacent nodes and include the 

identifier of the sending node, a sequenced number assigned by the sending node, 

an update list of zero or more updates or acknowledgments to update messages, and 

a response list of zero or more nodes that must send acknowledge to this update 

message. Nodes send update messages when they detect a link change or after they 

process updates from neighbors. Receiving an update message, a node modifies its 

distance table entries and checks for new possible paths trough other nodes.  Update 

messages for new routes are also sent back to the original nodes so that they can 

update their tables (Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1996). 

In WRP, nodes learn the existence of their neighbors when they receive 

acknowledgement messages or other messages. When a node does not transmit user 

messages or update messages for some time, it must periodically send an update 

message reporting no changes, in order other nodes do not lose the connectivity. 

This update message is called hello message.  A node that just joins the network 

must also send a hello packet. Acknowledgements are not required for hello 

messages. When a node receives a hello message from a new node, it adds this new 

node to its routing table and sends a copy of its routing table to the new node 

(Murthy and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1996). 

WRP forces each node to perform consistency checks of predecessor information 

reported by all of the node’s neighbors. This eliminates routing-loops and provides 

faster convergence in case of link failures (Royer and Toh 1999). 

4.6 Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 

AODV routing protocol is an improvement of the DSDV routing protocol. It uses a 

broadcast route discovery process on the contrary of DSDV, which periodically 

broadcasts update messages. DSDV saves the list of all the routes, however AODV 

maintains a route only when it is needed (Sun 2000). 
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The path discovery process used in AODV is initiated by a route request (RREQ) 

packet that is sent from the source node to its neighbors. The RREQ packet consists 

of the following parts: 

 Source address. 

 Source sequence number. 

 Broadcast id. 

 Destination address. 

 Destination sequence number. 

 Hop count (Perkins and Royer 1999). 

When it receives a RREQ packet, a node sends a route reply (RREP) back to the 

source node if it has a recent route information to that destination or it broadcasts 

the RREQ packets to its neighbors and increments the hop count by one. The 

broadcast process continues until the destination is reached. When an intermediate 

node receives a RREQ packet, it checks the RREQ packet’s source id and broadcast 

id. If it already receives a RREQ packet with same source id and broadcast id, it just 

drops the packet. If this is a new RREQ packet, it broadcast the packet to its 

neighbors and saves the following information:   

 Destination address. 

 Source address. 

 Broadcast id. 

 Expiration time for reverse path route entry. 

 Source node sequence number (Perkins and Royer 1999). 

When a RREQ packet reaches a destination node, it automatically sets up the 

reverse path from all nodes back to the source node since each intermediate node 

saves the address of its neighbor from which it receives the first copy of the RREQ 

packet. The reverse route information must be saved in intermediate node until 

RREQ reaches the destination and a RREP packet is produced for being transmitted 

to the source node. When the RREP packet is transmitted to the source node, 
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intermediate nodes along the route saves the forward route in their tables (Perkins 

and Royer 1999). 

Each node maintains an entry in its routing table for each destination of interest. 

When an entry in the routing table is used for forwarding data packets, its timeout 

period is reset. The routing tables in AODV routing protocol are composed of 

following parts: 

 Destination. 

 Sequence number for the destination. 

 Next hop. 

 Active neighbors for this route. 

 Number of hops. 

 Expiration time for the route table entry (Perkins and Royer 1999). 

When a source is moving, it can initiate a new route discovery process to the 

destination. If an intermediate node moves, then a link failure occurs. When the 

neighbors detect a link failure, they send a link failure message to other nodes on 

the route and so on until the link failure message reaches the source node. When the 

source node receives a link failure message, it initiates another route discovery 

process. The protocol also uses periodic hello messages sent only to immediate 

neighbors in order a node advertises its presence to its neighbors.  (Sun 2000). 

AODV that is a reactive routing protocol greatly reduced the number of routing 

messages. However, this protocol saves only one route for an active source-

destination pair, when number of nodes in the network and the mobility are high, 

this causes many route discovery processes to occur. AODV assumes bidirectional 

links but this is not always the case for wireless ad hoc networks, so route reply 

messages may not reach the source all the time if the sending and receiving range of 

a node on the path differs from each others (Sun 2000). 

4.7 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 

DSR is a source-routed and reactive routing protocol. In these protocols when a 

packet will be transmitted to a destination, source node adds a source route to the 
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packet’s header. The source route field of the packet consists address of each 

intermediate node through which the packet must be forwarded in order to reach 

destination node. When an intermediate node receives the packet, it just forwards it 

to the next node identified in the source route field of the packet’s header. This 

procedure continues until the destination node is reached (Johnson and Maltz 

1996). 

DSR protocol does not use periodic routing information update, this reduces the 

bandwidth overhead and uses of other network resources. In this protocol each node 

maintains a route cache in which it saves source routes that it learned. There are two 

major modes of operation in DSR: route discovery and route maintenance (Johnson 

and Maltz 1996). 

If a source node wants to transmit a data packet to a destination, it checks its route 

cache. If there exists an unexpired route to that destination in its route cache, it 

transmits data packet using this route. If it cannot find this route in his route cache 

the source node initiates a route discovery process by broadcasting a route request 

message. When an intermediate node receives route request message, it first checks 

its route cache whether there is an entry for the destination. If it cannot find a route 

for that destination in its route cache, it adds its own address to the route record 

field of the route request message and forward the message from its outgoing links. 

In order to limit propagation of route request messages in the network, a node drops 

the route request message if it already receives this packet or if its own address 

appears in the route record field of the message (Royer and Toh 1999). 

Figure 4.3 Route discovery mechanism in DSR protocol (Royer and Toh 1999). 

When a route request packet arrives to the destination node or to an intermediate 

node that has a route in his route cache for that destination, a route reply packet is 

generated as shown in figure 4.3.  If this is the destination node that generates the 

route reply packet, it just copies the route record field of the incoming route request 

message into the route reply message. If this is an intermediate node that generates 

the route reply message, it appends the entry of its route cache where the route for 

that destination is saved, to the route record field of the incoming route request 

message and it sends the route reply message. When a node sends a route reply 

message to the source node, it may use a route to the source if this route is in its 
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route cache. If bidirectional links are assumed, it can reverse the route record field 

in order to send the route reply message to the source. Otherwise it must use route 

discovery mechanism in order to discover the route to the source node (Royer and 

Toh 1999). 

 

 

In route maintenance mode, DSR uses route error packets and acknowledgements. 

When data link layer of a node detects a transmission error, this node generates 

route error packet. When a node receives a route error packet, it determines the hop 

in which the error is occurred. It checks its route cache and truncates parts of the 

routes that contain this hop. In DSR protocol acknowledgements are also used in 

order to control correct operation of the links (Royer and Toh 1999). 

DSR protocol has the advantage of not using periodic routing updates and not 

storing all the routes since it uses source-routed approach. This leads to effective 

use of the network resources. But when the diameter of the network is large, since 

each packet has a source route field in its headers, large overhead occurs in the 

network. This means this protocol has a scalability problem.  In DSR protocol for a 

source-destination pair only one route is saved, so when there is a topology 
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changes, a new route must be found using route discovery. This is not appropriate 

when the mobility of nodes is high, since it causes large overhead and high latency 

(Sun 2000). 

4.8 Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) 

TORA is a source-initiated reactive routing protocol.  It is based on a link reversal 

algorithm. TORA is designed in order to minimize the reaction of the routing 

procedure to topology changes so it is appropriate for high mobility. Although 

temporary loops may occur, TORA guarantees that all routes are loop-free. TORA 

also provides multiple routes for any source-desination pair. The most important 

property of TORA is that control messages are localized in case of a topology 

change. Only a small number of nodes that are near the occurrence of the topology 

change are experience control messages. In order to achieve localization of control 

messages, each node must maintain routing information about its neighbors 

(Larsson and Hedman 1998). 

TORA has three basic fuctions: 

 Route creation. 

 Route maintenance. 

 Route erasure (Larsson and Hedman 1998). 

A height metric is used by the nodes in route creation and maintenance as shown in 

figure 4.4, in order to establish a directed acyclic graph (DAG) based on the relative 

height metric of adjacent nodes. When a DAG route is broken due to node mobility, 

route maintenance is used to re-establish a DAG rooted at the same destination. 

“When link failure occurs at the last downstream link, a node generates a new 

reference level which results in the propagation of that reference level by 

neighboring nodes. Links are reversed to reflect the change in adapting to the new 

reference level” (Royer and Toh 1999). 
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Figure 4.4 a) Route creation in TORA b) Route maintenance in TORA (Royer and 

Toh 1999). 

The height metric used in TORA is related with the logical time of link failure.  

Since timing is important, TORA requires that all nodes in the network are 

synchronized. Actually the metric used by TORA has five elements: 

 Logical time of a link failure. 

 The unique ID of the node that defined the new reference level. 

 A reflection indicator bit. 

 A propagation ordering parameter.  

 The unique ID of the node (Royer and Toh 1999). 
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Logical time of a link failure, the unique ID of the node and the reflection indicator 

bit, together represent the reference level. When a link failure causes a node to loss 

its downstream link, a new reference level is defined. Route erasure function of 

TORA uses a clear packet (CLR) throughout the network to erase invalid routes. 

TORA has lots of desirable properties that make it appropriate for use in the 

wireless environment:  

 Executes distributedly. 

 Provides loop-free routes.  

 Provides multiple routes. 

 Establishes routes quickly.  

 Minimizes communication overhead  (Park and Corson 1997). 

4.9 Directed Diffusion  

Directed Diffusion is a routing protocol for distributed sensing where low-powered 

nodes coordinate to achieve a sensing task. It is designed for robustness, scaling and 

energy efficiency. It requires only localized interaction between nodes. Data-centric 

approach, in which communication is based on named data not on named nodes, is 

used in this protocol (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003). 

Directed Diffusion has several elements: (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) 

(Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003) 

 Data Naming: Data is named using attribute-value pairs. 

 Interests: Sensing task is spread out through the network as interests to the 

named data. 

 Gradients: Data is forwarded according to the gradients associated with the 

interest. 

 Data propagation: Different local rules can result in single path or multi-

path delivery. 

  Path Reinforcement:  When a sink start to received data it can reinforce one 

or more neighbors. 
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Interests and Data Naming: 

In Directed Diffusion, a task description specifies an interest for data and is called 

an interest. An interest defines the sensor events the originator is concerned with. It 

is inserted to the sensor network by a node called sink. Interests are diffused 

through the network to all nodes. For each active task, the sink periodically 

broadcasts an interest message to each of its neighbors. This initial interest contains 

the specified attributes except the interval attribute, which is much larger (i.e., low 

data rate). This initial interest can be stated as exploratory that aims to determine if 

there is any sensor node that detects the specified event (Intanagonwiwat et al. 

2000) (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003). 

Interest Propagation and Storage: 

The sink periodically refreshes the interest, since the interest is not reliably 

transmitted through the network. At every node, a cache is constructed in order to 

maintain active interests. Each item in this cache is for distinct interest. Interest 

entries in the cache do not contain any information about the sink; each node only 

knows the previous hop from which it received the interest. Aggregation of distinct 

interests is also possible. If a node receives an interest, it updates its cache. Each 

entry has one or more gradient associated with it. It is possible to distinguish 

individual neighbors by using locally unique neighbor identifier such as 802.11 

MAC addresses or Bluetooth cluster addresses (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) 

(Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003).   

Gradients: 

Events are sent according to data rate and direction specified by a gradient. There is 

at least one gradient that tells where to forward data for each interest. A gradient 

consists of several fields. These fields keep previous node from which the interest is 

received, data rate, and duration. When a gradient expires, it is removed from the 

interest entry, and an interest entry is itself removed from the cache when all of its 

gradients are expired (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003).  

When a node receives an interest, this node may decide to re-send the interest to 

some of its neighbors. Although, it can come from a distant sink, received interest 

appears to originate from the sending node to the neighbors. This is called local 

interaction. Interests diffuse to the network in this way. “Pulling down” data 
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towards the sink is facilitated by the interest propagation. The interest propagation 

rules are local, and they resemble to join propagation in some Internet multicast 

routing protocols. A sensor network may support many different task types. Interest 

propagation rules may be different for different task types (Intanagonwiwat et al. 

2000) (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003). 

Data Propagation and Reinforcement: 

A node send data message to the network, when it senses an event, which is queried 

by an interest.  After detecting a target, a node searches its interest cache in order to 

find a matching interest entry. If a matching entry is found, node’s sensor 

subsystem generates event samples at the highest data rate specified by all the 

outgoing gradients associated with this interest (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) 

(Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003). 

Data message is unicast individually according to the gradients. When a node 

receives a data message, it searches its interest cache. If there is no match data 

packet is dropped. If there is a match, the node checks its data cache where recently 

seen data items are saved. The data cache has several uses; one of them is loop 

prevention. If a received data is found on the data cache, it is dropped.  If the 

received data is not found in data cache, it is added to the data cache and is re-sent 

to the neighbors. Data rate of received events is determined by examining data 

cache (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003). 

In order to re-send a received data message, a node examines the entry’s gradient 

list in its interest cache. If all gradients have higher data rate than the incoming 

event, the received data message is sent to the appropriate neighbors. If some 

gradients have lower data rate, the node downconverts the data rate according to the 

gradients. In some cases intermediate nodes can also aggregate data 

(Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003). 

When a sink starts to receive data from multiple paths, it can reinforce one or more 

neighbors. Reinforcement is used for drawing data at higher rate. Sink achieves 

reinforcement by sending new interests with larger data rates. This feature is 

obtained by data driven local rules. Data flows at high speed on the paths created by 

reinforcement. Intermediate nodes can also apply reinforcement rules. Negative 

reinforcement of unwanted paths is also possible in Directed Diffusion. One of the 
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methods used for negative reinforcement is to time out high data rate gradients if 

they are not explicitly reinforced (Intanagonwiwat et al. 2000) (Intanagonwiwat 

et al. 2003). 
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5 OPERATING SYSTEMS USED IN SENSOR NETWORKS 

5.1 General 

There are some operating systems and related hardware designed especially for 

sensor networks such as Tiny Operating System (TinyOS) (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 

2000) and Contiki (Dunkels et al. 2004). One of these operating systems, TinyOS, 

is explained below. 

Although these operating systems aim to provide general software platform for 

sensor networks, all of them are running on a specific hardware. Any one, who 

wants to use other hardware components with these operating systems, must adapt 

related code part to the operating system. This is a difficult work since the operating 

system architecture must be known in detail. If the hardware used is quite different 

from one on which the operating system is designed, the work is as hard as 

rewriting a new operating system.  

One of the most important characteristics of sensor networks is that they are 

application-oriented (Stankovic et al. 2003). Any operating system that is designed 

as general software will cost more than application specific software when, CPU 

type, memory size, and code complexity are considered. For example network 

designed in this study does not need any scheduling algorithm, but TinyOS uses 

event based programming that increases code complexity and hardware cost. 

5.2 Tiny Operating System  

TinyOS is a tiny event-driven operating system developed at University of 

California, Berkeley.  This operating system is mainly designed for sensor 

networks. In order to ground the system design, a flexible hardware platform that 

present most of the general characteristics of senor networks is designed (Hill 2000) 

(Hill et al. 2000). 
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5.2.1 Hardware Organization 

As shown in the figure 5.1, Atmel 90LS8535 which is 8-bit microcontoller with 16-

bit addresses is used in the design. The microcontroller runs at 4MHZ and 3.0V. 

The system has 8 KB of flash memory as program memory and 512 bytes of RAM 

as data memory. There are three sleep mode of the microcontroller (Hill 2000) (Hill 

et al. 2000): 

 Idle mode: The processor is shut down. 

 Power down: Everything is shut down except the watchdog and the interrupt 

logic necessary for wake up. 

 Power save: Similar to power down mode, also keeps an asynchronous timer 

running. 

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of sensor network hardware designed for TinyOS  (Hill 2000) 

(Hill et al. 2000).  
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One of the most important components is the tranceiver.  RF monolithics 916.50 

MHz tranceiver (TR1000) is used in the hardware designed. Tranceiver is operating 

at speeds up to 19,2 Kbps (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

The coprocessor used in the hardware design is Atmel 90LS2343 which has 2 KB 

flash instruction memory and 128 bytes of RAM and 256 KB EEPROM. The 

coprocessor is used for reprogramming the main processor. Sensors can be 

reprogramed by transferring data to the EEPROM of coprocessor from the network. 

Main processor can also use the coprocessor as a gateway for extra storage (Hill 

2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

5.2.2 Power Characteristics 

There are three scenarios considered when calculating the current drawn by the 

system; peak load when active, load in idle mode, and inactive (Hill 2000) (Hill et 

al. 2000). 

 

Figure 5.2 Current drawn by different hardware components of the sensor network 

platform (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

As shown in the figure 5.2, great savings are achieved in inactive mode, so the 

system will be willing to do the work as quickly as possible and go to sleep (Hill 

2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 
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5.2.3 Tiny Microthreading Operating System: 

TinyOS aims to manage hardware effectively, support concurrency-intensive 

operation and achieve modularity and robustness.  In order to fulfill sensor 

networks’ requirements, an efficient multithreading engine is built in TinyOS. It 

maintains two-level scheduling algorithm, which allows small amount of processing 

related with hardware to preempt running tasks (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

Since high-level concurrency must be handled in a small amount of time, event 

model used in TinyOS cannot be a stack-based threaded approach. Instead of stack-

based threaded approach, event based programming that achieves high performance 

in concurrency intensive systems, is used in TinyOS (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

A tiny scheduler and a graph of components consist the system configuration. A 

component has four parts (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000): 

 Command handlers. 

 Event handlers. 

 Fixed-size frame. 

 Collection of simple tasks. 

The composition process creates layers of components. Higher level components 

issue commands to the lower level components and lower level components signal 

events to the higher level components. Physical layer is the lowest level component. 

Commands are non-blocking requests to lower level components, they must return 

feedback to their caller. Event handlers deal with hardware events, they can deposit 

information into their frame, signal higher level events or call lower level 

commands. The primary work is performed by tasks, which can be preempted by 

events. Tasks can call lower level commands and signal higher level events, and 

schedule other tasks within the same component (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

The task scheduler used in TinyOS has a simple FIFO (first-in-first-out) algorithm 

that utilizes a bounded size scheduling data structure. Depending to the application, 

priority-based or deadline-based algorithms can also be used. The crucial point is 

that scheduler must be power aware and puts the processor to sleep when the task 

queue is empty (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 
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There are three components type used in TinyOS (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000): 

 Hardware abstraction components: they map physical layer into the 

component model used in the operating system. 

 Synthetic hardware components: they simulate the behavior of advanced 

hardware. 

 High-level software components: they perform control, routing, data 

transformations, calculations on data, and data aggregation. 

The component model used in TinyOS allows easy migration of the 

hardware/software boundary that is very important for sensor networks (Hill 2000) 

(Hill et al. 2000). 

5.2.4 Wireless communication in TinyOS 

When an application wants to transmit a message, it just uses the messaging layer’s 

“send-message” command to initiate the data transfer. This commands saves 

message location in “AM” component’s frame and schedules a tasks to handle the 

transmission.  This task composes a packet and calls “TX_packet” command in the 

“PACKET” component in order to initiate a downward chain of commands needed 

for data transmission. “TX_packet” command calls “TX_byte” of “Radio Byte” 

component that starts the byte-by-byte transmission. Firstly, “Radio Bytes” puts 

“RFM” component into the transmission state and then it schedules “encode_task” 

in order to prepare a byte for transmission. “encode_task” encodes the data, and 

sends the first bit of data to the “RFM” component for transmission. “Radio Byte” 

also provides bits to the “RFM” in response to “TX_bit_evt” event.  When the 

transmission of a byte is complete “Radio Byte” propagates the “TX_bit_evt” 

signal to the packet-level controller through the “TX_byte_done” event. If all the 

bytes of a packet are transmitted, packet level signals “TX_packet_done” event that 

signals “msg_send_done” event to the application level (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 

2000). 

5.2.5 Evaluation of TinyOS 

The code size of complete TinyOS that includes a sensor network application with a 

simple multi-hop routing is about 3 KB. The scheduler occupies 178 bytes and the 

entire application uses 226 bytes of data (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 
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Since sensor networks must handle multiple flows of information simultaneously, 

the context switch speed is very important. In TinyOS the cost of propagating an 

event is roughly equal to copying one byte of data. Posting a task and switching 

context cost is equivalent to the cost of moving 6 bytes of memory. Although the 

hardware operations for interrupts handlings are fast in TinyOS, software 

operations that use memory registers, cause a significant overhead (Hill 2000) (Hill 

et al. 2000). 

Events and commands can quickly propagate through components in TinyOS. For 

example, total propagation delay of five layer radio communication stack is about 

40 µs (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 

The TinyOS system is developed in C that will allow to develop multiple CP 

architectures in the future (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). 
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6 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN AD HOC NETWORK 

6.1 General 

The purpose of this study is to implement a multi sensor data network, which is 

required for an earthquake forecast project that has been carried out at Istanbul 

Technical University. The implemented system is designed to work as a generic ad 

hoc network (Terliksiz and Üstündağ 2004a).  

In the earthquake forecast project, seismometer and a new monopolar probe are 

used as sensors for measuring seismic and electric field data. Other types of sensors 

used for environmental monitoring will be added to the project. Although 

seismometer and probe are located in a station building where there is wired 

Internet connection, some other types of sensors such the ones used in weather 

forecast or radon emission measurement may be deployed outside the station 

building. Since using a wired connection for sensors deployed outside the station 

building is not appropriate due to physical restrictions, a wireless ad hoc 

communication scheme is to be considered. 

Designed and implemented ad hoc network have three important parts: 

 Hardware and physical layer. 

 Datalink layer. 

 Network layer (ie. routing protocol). 

At the beginning of the research, the hardware that will be used is decided.  Since 

the aim is to form an ad hoc node, a wireless transceiver and a microprocessor is 

needed as hardware components and also an RS232 interface is added to each node 

in order to communicate with computer. Udea UTR-C10 M transceiver and Atmel 

AT89C2051 microcontroller are used in the hardware. 
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Although the proposed MAC scheme does not provide solution for hidden terminal, 

exposed terminal and intruding terminal problems, it has the ease of 

implementation.  Since UTR-C10 M has RSSI output that becomes active when 

there is a signal on the medium (ie. when an other transceiver transmits data), 

implementing a CSMA based scheme, as MAC protocol is easy. 

The proposed routing protocol is a simple table-driven protocol. It has the 

information of all nodes in the network. The proposed and implemented protocol is 

useful for small-scale networks but overhead and memory requirements will 

significantly increase if the number of nodes increases. 

6.2 Network Requirements and Characteristics 

The network designed and implemented for the earthquake forecast project have 

following requirements and characteristics:  

 Bandwidth requirements: 

a) Sensor type 1: Every 5 minutes, 1Kbytes. 

 b) Sensor type 2: Every minute, 4 bytes. 

 c) Sensor type 3: Every 20 minutes, 100 bytes. 

 d) Sensor type 4: Event triggered, 5Kbytes. Maximum service delay 10 sec. 

 Scalability:  12-14 nodes. 

 Mobility: Nodes are non-mobile. 

 Node density: Deployement density is low. 

6.3 Hardware and Physical Layer 

6.3.1 Hardware 

As shown in figure 6.1, and figure 6.2 the hardware used in the ad hoc node 

implementation consists of: 

 UTR-C10 M transceiver. 

 AT89C2051 microcontroller. 

 MAX 232 IC (integrated circuit). 

 74LS32 IC (used for interrupt mechanism). 

 74LS04 IC (used for interrupt mechanism). 
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Figure 6.1 Block diagram of a node in the implemented ad hoc network 

 

Figure 6.2 Block diagram of a node with external interrupt mechanism. 

Udea UTR-C10 M is a UHF (Ultra High frequency) data transceiver and it is based 

on Chipcon CC1000 Single Chip Very Low Power RF (Radio Frequency) 
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Transceiver.  It is working on 443-444 MHz ISM band. This packaged circuit is 

appropriate for applications that use battery as power supply since its current 

consumption is low. The main reason of using UTR-C10 M in the project is that it 

is a packaged circuit that provides ease of use in other application. 

As shown in table 6.1, UTR-C10 M transceiver has 11 pins.  RSSI pin is activated 

when there is a signal in the medium (ie. when another node is transmitting data).  

Each ad hoc node on the system has three modes, receiving data, transmitting data 

and searching and handling services. Actually transmitting data is done in services 

subprograms and each node knows when it will transmit. The problem is when a 

node will receive data, although each ad hoc node’s T/R pin is set to zero (ie. 

receiving), nodes do not continuously sense the medium for an incoming data, and 

they are in searching and handling services mode. The RSSI output pin is used for 

understanding when another node transmits data, and each node starts to work on 

receiving mode when RSSI is activated. As shown in figure 5.2, an interrupt-based 

scheme is used for detection of RSSI activation, 74LS32 and 74LS04 is used for 

getting appropriate output for the external interrupt input of the AT89C2051. 

Table 6.1 UTR-C10 M pin configuration 

Pin No Pin Name Input/Output Explanations 

1,3,11 GND - 
Ground. 

2 ANT I/O Antenna connection point. 

4,6 +3V - +3V DC voltage supply 

5 RSSI O Receiving sensivity level output 

7 DCLK O Clock output 

8 DIO I Data Input/Output 

9 T/R I Transmitter/Receiver selection pin 

10 CH 1/2 I Channel Selection pin 
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Since an 8-bit microprocessor is powerful enough for the program running on each 

node, Atmel AT89C2051, 8051 family microcontroller is used in the 

implementation. It has 2 Kbytes of flash memory that is used for writing 

instructions and 128 bytes RAM (Random Access Memory).  Although 128 bytes 

RAM is enough for the small-scale ad hoc network implemented in this research, 

when the node number increases above 30, an external data memory must be added. 

AT89C2051 architecture is appropriate for adding such an external data memory.  

In the current implementation AT89C2051 has also enough I/O pins for 

communicating with such an external memory. 

For data collecting and testing purposes, each node is designed to have a serial port 

in order to communicate with a computer. Since AT89C2051 is supplied by 3-volt 

DC voltage, and computers’ serial ports are working with  ±12 volt DC supply, an 

RS232 interface is needed in order to convert voltage levels between 

microcontroller and computer. MAX 232 IC is used as RS232 interface. 

6.3.2 Synchronization 

Since each node is an autonomous system and it does not know when it will receive 

data, a synchronization scheme must be used. When RSSI output of the transceiver 

is activated and DATAIO output are low, an external interrupt occurs. This 

interrupt tells to a node that there is a signal in the medium and it must check 

whether this data is addressed to it. However the node must know when the 

incoming frame starts.  

In order to handle the issue stated above the synchronization scheme that is used is 

as follows: when sender enters to the transmitting data mode it calls the sendsync 

subroutine, in this subroutine 16 bytes AAH is sent as dummy bytes and then 8 

bytes 0H and then 1 bit of high logic are sent for synchronization. Synchronization 

bytes are chosen as 24 bytes long since experiments done in the laboratory medium 

shows that synchronization cannot occur below 24 bytes. When the receiver enters 

to receiving data mode, it calls receivesync subroutine, in this subroutine, the 

receiver waits for 4 consecutive bytes of 0H and then it waits for the first bit that is 

high. When the receiver catches this high logic coming from 4 consecutive bytes of 

0H, it understands that the incoming frame starts from next bit. 
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6.4 Datalink Layer 

6.4.1 Framing 

In the implemented network, frames start with 02H. When a node receives one bit 

of high logic after receiving 10 bytes of low logic in physical layer, it receives a 

byte and if this byte is 02H, it understands that this is the frame beginning.  After 

receiving the frame start byte 02H, the receiving node reads the next byte and it 

checks whether this byte is its own address or broadcast address, if so it continues 

to receive the frame. As shown in figure 6.3, destination address is followed by 

service number that shows which type of message is received. Then the source 

address follows. The frame and the communication end with 03H. Since all the raw 

data needed for network layer and application layer is just read after a frame starts, 

datalink layer, network layer and transport layer of the implemented network are 

within each other. 

 

Figure 6.3 Frame format of the implemented ad hoc network 

6.4.2 MAC Protocol 

Because of its ease of implementation, a CSMA based approach is used as MAC 

protocol in the implemented network.  In the proposed MAC scheme each node is 

assigned a fixed number and before transmitting they wait for a time period that is 

proportional to this fixed number. This is necessary since immediate neighbors will 

response at the same time to routing update messages and a collision can probably 

occur. Then a node senses the channel using RSSI output of its transceiver. If the 

channel is sensed as free, the node just starts to transmit its data.  

When a node senses that the channel is occupied it just check its service table in 

order to complete other jobs.   
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Although the proposed MAC scheme is enough for small networks where node 

density is low, using a CSMA/CA scheme is more appropriate for large network 

where the node density and mobility are high. 

6.5 Routing Protocol 

The proposed routing protocol is based on distance-vector routing algorithm. Since 

it is a proactive protocol and has flat architecture, each node maintains a routing 

table indexed by, and having an entry for, each node in the network. This entry has 

three parts: the outgoing line to use for that destination, an estimate of the number 

of hops to that destination and a live count.  

Each node periodically broadcasts to each of its neighbors the estimate of the 

shortest distance to every other node in the network. The receiving nodes use this 

information in order to recalculate the routing table. The advantage of this protocol 

is simplicity, efficient computation, and less storage capacity. The main 

disadvantage of this routing algorithm is the slow convergence when the network 

topology changes.  Since the nodes choose their next-hops in a distributed manner, 

short-lived and long-lived routing loops can occur.  

In order to prevent count to infinity problem, partial broadcast method is proposed. 

Each node periodically checks its routing table; lets consider that node B is 

checking its routing table, if it finds that live count of the entry related to node A is 

reset, then node B broadcasts a message and declare that it has no connection to 

node A and other nodes that it reaches using node A. B’s neighbors that receives the 

message, check their routing table and if they have any entry that uses nodes 

declared by node B, they clear the entry related to that node and they also declare a 

message about their lost connections, and in this way loss connection information is 

distributed to whole network.  

6.6 Software Platform 

In the network designed each node works as an autonomous system. The software 

that runs at each node is same and it can be considered as a simple operating 

system. The software platform above the hardware designed is written by Intel 8051 
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assembly language, since assembly is the lowest level language, it is hard to write 

code with it but code produced is effective. 

 

Figure 6.4 Flow chart of the software used. 
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The software platform used in the designed network is service-based. There are 10 

services used for different jobs. The software platform keeps a service table that 

shows the services that wait in the circular queue and related data, and a routing 

table. External interrupt service routine and serial interrupt service routine are also 

used for communication purposes. Initializations for wireless communication 

channel, and RS232 interface are done in main program. Service table and timer for 

periodic hello and routing update messages are also checked and handled in main 

program.  

The flow chart of the software designed is shown in figure 5.4. Although wireless 

communication and communication with computer are not considered in it, flow 

chart gives a general idea about the software structure. Actually, transmitting data 

from wireless channel or RS232 interface are done in service subroutines. For 

receiving data from wireless channel or from RS232 interface interrupt service 

routines are used. These subroutines will be explained in “interrupt service 

routines” subsection and their flow chart will be given there. 

6.6.1 Services and Subroutines 

There are 3 services in the program used. They are as follows: 

 Hello service. 

 Routing update service. 

 Data sent service. 

Hello service and routing update services are used for routing information update 

and immediate neighbor discovery. Data sent service is a simple application layer 

subroutine that is used only to data sending, receiving and forwarding  

There are also 3 test subroutines in the program. Routing experiment is a simple 

application layer function that is used only to send data entered from computer and 

to receive data and print it from the monitor. Routing table and service table 

functions are used for testing purposes in the development of the software. 

Hello Service: 

Hello service is used for discovering immediate neighbors and checking the status 

of connection with them. 
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  Hello service is composed of 4 subroutines: 

 Hello request subroutine.  

 Hello reply subroutine.  

 Hello update subroutine.  

 Partial broadcast subroutine.  

Hello request, hello reply and hello update subroutines are used in order to check 

neighbors. Each node in the network periodically broadcast hello request packets in 

order to discover its immediate neighbors or check whether they are alive. When a 

node receives a hello request message, it transmits a hello reply message addressed 

to the node, which sends the request. In most of the network designs, only hello 

packet is sent, but in this study hello request and hello reply messages are used 

since hearing a node does not mean that being able to send data to that node in 

wireless medium. When a node receives a hello reply message, it just adds the 

replying node to its routing table as its immediate neighbor.   

Hello request subroutine is just represented by the number 31H, thus the last two 

bytes in the service table is empty for this subroutine. When a node checks its 

service table and find out a hello request subroutine is waiting, it just calls the 

related subprogram. In this subprogram, after synchronization bytes and frame start 

byte 02H are transmitted, the next byte transmitted is the broadcast address, which 

is 0H, then the subroutine number requested from the receiving node (that is the 

hello reply subroutine) that is 32H is transmitted. The source address and a dummy 

byte are also transmitted before transmitting 03H that shows the message ends. 

Hello reply subroutine is represented by the first two bytes of its entry in the service 

table. The first byte of the entry is the subroutine number that is 32H. The second 

byte is the destination address and shows the address of the node, which sent the 

corresponding request. When there is hello reply subroutine noted in service table, a 

node just calls the hello reply subprogram. In this subroutine, synchronization bytes 

followed by frame start byte 02H, 1 byte destination address, 1 byte requested 

subroutine number (hello update subroutine number) that is 33H, 1 byte source 

address, 1 byte dummy byte, and communication end byte 03H are transmitted. 
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When a node receives a hello reply message, it denotes hello update subroutine to 

its service table using the external interrupt subroutine explained at following 

subsections. Hello update subroutine is represented by two bytes in the service 

table. The first byte is the subroutine number that is 33H and the second byte is the 

address of the node, which sent the reply message. When there is u Hello update 

subroutine noted in service table, a node calls the related subroutine. In this 

subroutine an empty entry is found in routing table using FEEIRT (finding an 

empty entry in routing table) subroutine. The node that sends the reply message is 

noted as an immediate neighbor in the routing table. 

Partial broadcast subroutine is used for preventing count-to-infinity problem. Each 

node periodically checks its routing table. Lets consider that node A controls its 

routing table and it finds that live count of an entry related to one of its neighbors 

(node B) is reset, then that node A adds to its service table partial broadcast 

subroutine request for node B and for each node that it has connection over B (let’s 

say nodes C and D).  Then node A broadcast a message and declares that it has no 

connection to node B, C and D anymore. When A’s neighbors except B, receive 

this message, they just add a partial broadcast subroutine request to their service 

table related with node A and node A’s immediate neighbors B, C and D. When 

partial broadcast subroutine is called the entries related with nodes B, C and D are 

controlled and if the next-hop used is node A, related entry is cleared from the 

table. If there is any entry cleared, a message is sent and in this way lost connection 

information is distributed to the network. 

Partial broadcast subroutine is represented by the three bytes of its entry in the 

subroutine table. The first byte is the subroutine number that is 40H second byte is 

the address of the node that creates partial broadcast message; third byte keeps the 

number of nodes that cannot be reached using the node that creates the message. 

When a node find out a partial broadcast subroutine in its service table, it calls 

related subprogram, it updates its routing table and broadcast a message including 

synchronization bytes and frame start byte 02H, followed by 1 byte destination 

address, 1 byte requested service number (partial broadcast service number) that is 

40H, 1 byte source address, 1 byte number of nodes that can not be reached using 

this source, n byte entry addresses, and communication end byte 03H are 
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transmitted. When a node receives a partial broadcast subroutine, it just adds this 

service(s) –for each entry a service is added- in its service table.  

Routing Update Service: 

Routing update service is composed of 3 subroutines: 

 Routing request subroutine. 

 Routing reply subroutine. 

 Routing update subroutine. 

Routing request, routing reply and routing update subroutines are used for creating 

routing table and maintaining it. Each node in the network periodically broadcast 

routing request packets in order to get its immediate neigbhors’ routing tables. 

When a node receives a routing request message, it transmits a routing reply 

message addressed to the node, which sends the request. In a routing reply message, 

a node sends all its routing table information. A node that receives a routing reply 

message, just updates its routing table according to the information received in the 

message. 

Routing request subroutine is represented by its subroutine number 34H, thus the 

last two bytes in the service table is empty for this subroutine. When a node checks 

its service table and finds out a routing request subroutine is waiting, it just calls the 

related subprogram. In this subprogram, after synchronization bytes and frame start 

byte 02H are transmitted, the next byte transmitted is the broadcast address, which 

is 0H, then the subroutine number requested from the receiving node (that is the 

routing reply service) that is 35H is transmitted. The source address and a dummy 

byte are also transmitted before transmitting 03H that shows the message ends. 

Routing reply subroutine is represented by the first two bytes of its entry in the 

service table. The first byte of the entry is the subroutine number that is 35H. The 

second byte is the destination address and shows the address of the node, which 

sent the corresponding request. When there is routing reply subroutine noted in 

service table, a node sends neighbors reply subroutine. In this subroutine, 

synchronization bytes and frame start byte 02H, followed by 1 byte destination 

address, 1 byte requested subroutines number (routing update subroutines number) 

that is 36H, 1 byte source address, n byte neighbors’ addresses, and communication 
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end byte 03H are transmitted. A node sends all routing information in its routing 

table in this reply message. 

When a node receives routing reply messages, it denotes a routing update 

subroutine using the external interrupt subroutine explained below subsections. 

Routing update subroutine is represented by two bytes in the service table. The first 

byte is the subroutine number that is 36H and the second byte is the address of the 

node, which sent the reply message. When there is routing update subroutine noted 

in service table, a node calls the related subroutine. In this subroutine an empty 

entry is found in routing table using FEEIRT subroutine for each node addresses 

sent by the node that sends the reply. The nodes’ addresses are read from the buffer 

started from RAM location 68H.  The node that sends the reply message is noted as 

the next-hop address for the addresses sent as data, in the routing table. The 

program code running in each node including services subroutines is given in 

appendix A. 

Data Sent Service: 

Data sent service is used for sending and forwarding data to the specified address or 

to receive data coming from other nodes. Data sent service is implemented as a 

subroutine. When a node will send data to another node, it just adds a data sent 

service request to its service table and write the data that will be transmitted to the 

buffer reserved. Buffer reserved for this service starts from memory location 70H 

and ends at 7FH. Buffer size is 16 bytes. Data sent subroutine is represented by 

three bytes in the service table. The first byte is the subroutine number that is 41H. 

The second and third bytes in the service table are used to keep destination node’s 

address and data length (data can be less then 16 bytes) respectively. When data 

sent service is noted in the service table, data sent subroutine is called and data read 

from buffer is transmitted. When data sent message is received, data read is written 

to the buffer area, and data sent service request is added on service table. When 

related data sent subroutine is called, destination address is checked and data is 

forwarded to destination or is remarked as ready for higher-level protocols 

according to the destination address. 

Test Subroutines: 

There are three test subroutines used for development and testing purposes: 
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 Routing experiment subroutine. 

 Routing table subroutine. 

 Service table subroutine. 

In fact routing experiment subroutine is an application layer subroutine, it is just 

used for transmitting data entered from computer to a destination node or for 

forwarding data received to another node. It is represented by service number 37H. 

Its frame format is shown in figure 6.5. 

 

Figure 6.5 Frame format used in routing experiment subroutine. 

Routing table and service table subroutines are used for testing purposes. Routing 

table service subroutine is used for printing routing table entries to computer 

monitor and service table service subroutine is used for printing service table to 

computer monitor. 

6.6.2 Interrupt Subroutines 

There are two interrupt subroutines used by the software: 

 External interrupt subroutine. 

 Serial interrupt subroutine. 

Data in wireless channel is received only by external interrupt subroutine and the 

required information is written to the service table. Serial interrupt subroutine is just 

used for experimental purposes, by this way services can be added to service table 

manually via RS232 interface. 

When there is a signal on the medium, a node checks whether incoming frame is 

addressed to it or not using external interrupt subroutine, this interrupt subroutine is 

same for hello request, routing request, and hello reply messages. When one of 
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these messages is received, an empty entry is found in the service table using 

FEEIST (Finding an empty entry in service table) subroutine.  Then the subroutine 

number requested by the sender node, and the address of the sender node are 

written to the first two bytes of the empty entry found in the service table. After 

denoting the requested subroutine by the sender to the service table, external 

interrupt subroutine returns to the main program. A node only creates hello reply 

and routing reply services when it receives the corresponding request messages. 

Since data size sent in routing reply, partial broadcast, and routing experiment 

messages are different from other messages, codes of external interrupt subroutine 

related these messages are different from other messages. 

 

Figure 6.6 Flow chart of external interrupt subroutine. 
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The external interrupt subroutine used for receiving data jumps to different 

locations for routing reply, partial broadcast, data sent and routing experiment 

messages. When one of these messages is received, an empty entry is found in the 

service table, using FEEIST. Then the subroutine number requested by the sender 

node and the address of the sender node are written to the first two bytes of the 

empty entry found in the service table. After denoting the requested subroutine by 

the sender to the service table, data following the source address in the incoming 

message is buffered. The buffer size reserved for this purpose is 18 bytes and starts 

from memory location 60H and ends at memory location 72H. And the data size is 

also denoted to a fixed location in Ram that is 19H. The buffering operation 

continues until end of communication byte 03H is received. Then external interrupt 

subroutine returns to the main program. The flow chart of the external interrupt 

subroutine is shown in figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.7 Flow chart of serial interrupt subroutine. 
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Using serial interrupt service subroutine soubroutine requests can be added to 

service table manually via RS232 interface for software testing. This subroutine 

read data entered from the computer and create services according to the data 

entered. This subroutine is also used for entered 14 bytes long data that is used in 

routing experiment service for forwarding test. In fact serial interrupt accepts 

messages with a predetermined format and data entered from the computer must fit 

this format. The flow chart of serial interrupt subroutine is given in figure 6.7. 

6.6.3 Tables and Data Structures  

There are two tables created and used by the program. These are: 

 Subroutine table. 

  Routing table. 

 

Figure 6.8 Subroutine Table 

The main program running in each node continuously checks whether a subroutine 

request is waiting and transmits periodic routing update messages. For these 

purposes a subroutine table that is 30 bytes long is reserved in the RAM from 

addresses 22H to 3FH. Each entry in subroutine table has 3 bytes long. The first 

byte shows the subroutine numbers that represent different subroutine; the other 

two bytes are used for buffering data related with a service. When a service is 
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handled in the related subroutine the first byte of subroutine table is cleared and this 

shows that this entry of the table is empty. Subroutine table structure is shown in 

figure 6.8. 

There are two subroutines used for initializing and updating subroutine table. The 

first subroutine is called CLSETA (Clear subroutine table) subroutine. As its name 

implies it clears service table. The second subroutine used is called FEEIST. It is 

used for finding empty entry in subroutine table. 

 

Figure 6.9 Routing Table 

The main program running in each node transmits periodic routing update messages 

In order to keep routing information each node has a routing table of 32 bytes 

length. Since then network has 10-16 nodes, a routing table with 16 entries will be 

enough. Addresses 40H to 5FH are reserved for routing table. As shown in figure 

6.9, each entry in the routing table has two bytes; first three bits of the first byte are 

used to show hop number and the other bits are used to save the address of the node 

that will be the destination when sending message, the first three bits of second byte 

are used as live count of this entry, and remaining bits show the next-hop address 
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that will be used for data forwarding to the destination. If the node noted in the first 

byte is an immediate neighbor, next-hop address is just represented by 0H that is 

the broadcast address. 

There are three subroutines used for initializing, updating and using routing table. 

The first subroutine is called CLROTA (Clear routing table) subroutine. It is used 

for initializing and clears routing table. The second subroutine that is used for 

finding empty entry in routing table is called FEEIRT. The third one is SEIRT 

(Searching an entry in routing table) subroutine. It is used to find the next-hop when 

a node will forward data to any destination node.  

Other data structures used in the program are pointers and circular search for 

subroutine table. One of the pointers is used for pointing related entry of the 

subroutine table and other pointer is used for pointing related entry of the routing 

table. The program code running in each node including services subroutines is 

given in appendix A. 
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7.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

7.1 Discussion 

There are lots of specific application and protocols designed for sensor networks. In 

this section, some of these applications and protocols that can be appropriate for the 

designed network will be briefly discussed.  Why they are not used in the design, 

what are their advantages and disadvantages compared to the designed system will 

be investigated. In the first subsection MAC layer protocols S-MAC and T-MAC 

will be discussed, then following section is about routing protocols and directed 

will be considered, finally Tiny Operating System will be discussed. 

7.1.1 MAC Layer Protocols 

In this study, a simple CSMA based MAC protocol is used. Each node is assigned a 

fixed number and before transmitting they wait for a time period that is proportional 

to this fixed number. This is necessary since immediate neighbors will response at 

the same time to routing update messages and a collision can probably occur. After 

waiting for a fixed time period, a node senses the channel; if the channel is idle it 

starts to transmit. Advantage of this protocol is its ease of implementation. The 

disadvantages are it does not provide collision avoidance and it does not consider 

energy consumption. 

Although collision avoidance is considered as a handicap of the MAC protocol 

implemented, this is not the case. In fact CSMA/CA protocol that uses RTS/CTS 

packets guarantee only collision avoidance of data packet, but collision avoidance 

of RTS/CTS packets is not guaranteed. In the designed network, synchronization 

overhead is high (24 Bytes) due to physical and environmental constraints, so 

RTS/CTS packets are not  much smaller than data packets. Consequently collision 

of RTS/CTS or data packets does not differ for the overall overhead.  
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Second disadvantage of the designed MAC protocol is that it does not consider 

energy consumption. S-MAC and T-MAC are energy-aware MAC protocols 

designed for sensor networks. They attempt to avoid energy waste due to collisions, 

overhearing, control packet overhead and idle listening. The most important energy 

consumption considered in S-MAC and T-MAC is idle listening. These two 

protocols consider that sensor networks are idle for a long time if no sensing event 

occurs. In order to decrease energy consumption due to idle listening, nodes go into 

periodic sleep state. Duty cycle used in S-MAC is fixed (%10), T-Mac is an 

improvement of S-MAC, which uses dynamic duty cycles, and this reduces idle 

listening time compared to S-MAC. In these two protocols, nodes synchronize 

themselves according to their immediate neighbors’ wake up and sleep periods.  

Although S-MAC and T-MAC are efficient for large scale, event-triggered sensor 

networks, the network considered in this study is a small network with 10-16 nodes 

and sensor nodes periodically sending data to the center.  In such a network, 

synchronization of nodes according to their data sending frequencies will be simple 

and efficient way for avoiding idle listening compared to S-MAC and T-MAC. The 

wake up and sleep periods synchronization of nodes according to their data sending 

frequencies will be considered as future work. 

7.1.2 Routing Protocols 

Routing protocol used in the designed network is a pure proactive one and has flat 

architecture. Each node in the network periodically broadcast routing update 

request messages and their immediate neighbors response to them. This provides 

that information related to a node is added to the routing table only if data can be 

sent to this node and if data sent by this node can be received.  

Using pure reactive or pure proactive routing protocol is not efficient for sensor 

networks as discussed at the previous sections. Although proactive protocols have 

the advantage of immediately determining the route on the contrary of reactive 

protocols that experience a delay for determining a route, they are continuously 

using a large part of the network resources to keep the routing protocols up-to-date. 

In most cases, hybrid routing protocols are most efficient for sensor networks. 

In the designed network, a pure table-driven routing protocol is used. Table-driven 

routing protocols has the advantage of immediately determining the route but has 
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also disadvantages of overhead due to update messages and memory requirement 

due to routing table.  Since the network designed is a small one (10-16 nodes) and 

has no scalability problem memory size required for saving routing table is small 

(32 bytes). Overhead due to continuous update messages can increase significantly 

overhead of the network but since the nodes considered in this study are non-mobile 

or they have very little mobility, routing update messages period can be chosen 

large enough to avoid overhead and also if a node serving to other nodes and 

transmitting data, this means that its neighbors are alive (since node density is low), 

in this case, designed routing protocol increases routing update period.  

Directed diffusion is a routing protocol designed for sensor networks. It uses data-

centric approach, in which communication is based on named data, not on named 

nodes. In the designed network, sensors at each node must be calibrated from the 

center, although the sensor types used in different nodes are same, the calibration 

parameters can be different. This structure cannot be achieved by using directed 

diffusion since it requires fixed routing addresses.  

Since designed network is small enough, using directed diffusion that has several 

elements such as data naming, interests, gradients, data propagation and path 

reinforcement requires more complex program codes to run at each node. Contrarily 

used proactive routing protocol is simple compared to directed diffusion.  

In directed diffusion, interests must be diffused trough the network to all nodes. 

This causes a significant overhead. If nodes in the networks have high mobility, i.e. 

topology changes frequently and the number of nodes in the network is high, 

overhead due to diffusion is less than overhead due to periodic routing updates of 

the designed protocol and memory required is small compared to designed protocol. 

But since the network worked on has no scalability and mobility problems, using 

directed diffusion can even cause decrease in the overall network performance. 

7.1.3 Operating Systems 

In the designed network each node can be considered as an autonomous system. 

The software that runs on the hardware of each node is same for all nodes. In fact 

the designed software is a simple operating system.  
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There are some operating systems and related designed hardware especially for 

sensor networks such as Tiny Operating System (TinyOS) (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 

2000) and Contiki (Dunkels et al. 2004). 

Although these operating systems aim to provide general software platform for 

sensor networks, all of them are running on a specific hardware. Any one, who 

wants to use other hardware components with these operating systems, must adapt 

related code part to the operating system. This is a difficult work since the operating 

system architecture must be known in detail. If the hardware used is quite different 

from one on which the operating system is designed, the work is as hard as 

rewriting a new operating system.  

One of the most important characteristics of sensor networks is that they are 

application-oriented (Stankovic et al. 2003). Any operating system that is designed 

as general software will cost more than application specific software when, CPU 

type, memory size, and code complexity are considered. For example software 

platform designed in this study does not need any scheduling algorithm, but 

TinyOS uses event based programming that increases code complexity and 

hardware cost. 

The code size of complete TinyOS that includes a sensor network application with a 

simple multi-hop routing is about 3 KB. The scheduler occupies 178 bytes and the 

entire application uses 226 bytes of data memory (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000). The 

memory size used in the designed software is 128 bytes, including routing table, 

subroutine table and buffers. This shows that designed system is cheaper than 

TinyOs when memory size is considered. 

Although the TinyOS system is developed in C (Hill 2000) (Hill et al. 2000), the 

software designed is developed in assembly. It is obvious that the designed software 

is faster than TinyOS. 

When overall hardware components are considered hardware designed in this study 

is cheaper than hardware designed for TinyOs. 

7.2 Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis is to design and implement a wireless ad hoc network that 

will be used for collecting multi sensors data. This data will be used in an 
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earthquake forecast by the method of regional stress measurement project that is 

carried out at Istanbul Technical University. 

Although wireless ad hoc networks present many challenges in MAC and routing 

protocol design and implementation. A basic ad hoc network using moderate 

hardware components can be implemented at the expense of some aspects.  

The implemented network in this research, uses CSMA based approach for MAC 

layer.  Hidden terminal, exposed terminal, and intruding terminal problems cannot 

be prevented using such a MAC protocol.  Since the mobility is low for the 

considered network, intruding terminal problem will not cause a big problem. The 

node density in the considered network is also low, so exposed terminal problem 

also is not too much important. Although these two problems stated above will not 

have important effects in the efficiency of the network, hidden terminal problem 

can cause a big problem. 

Although the implemented protocol that is a proactive protocol and is not 

appropriate for large-scale network, it can work without any problem with the 

network needed in the earthquake forecast project that has about ten to fourteen 

nodes. 

One of the most important characteristics of sensor networks is that they are 

application-oriented (Stankovic et al. 2003). CPU type, memory size, and code 

complexity changes significantly with the specific application. Also, MAC and 

routing protocols used can be quite different for different applications. At a 

conclusion there is no best protocol, best hardware or best software platform for 

sensor networks. One protocol can be more efficient in one application but it can be 

inefficient in another application. Similarly one type of hardware can fulfill network 

requirements for an application but cannot be used in another application. 

7.3 Future works 

Power consumption is one of the most important factors in the design of sensor 

networks. Although the implemented network does not consider power 

consumption, its hardware and software structures are appropriate for adding 

power-awareness property in the future. S-MAC and T-MAC protocols are power-

aware MAC protocols; a similar MAC protocol can also be used in this research. 
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Since the sensor measurement periods are predetermined and can be calibrated by 

the center, a synchronization scheme according to these frequencies can be adopted 

and can be more efficient than S-MAC and T-MAC. 

Since the synchronization bytes used in the laboratory medium is high, there is no 

difference between RTS/CTS messages and data messages. The length of the 

synchronization bytes can be changed according to the medium (city or rural, etc..) 

and the maximum length between nodes. If high synchronization bytes problem can 

be solved, it can be appropriate to use a CSMA/CA based MAC protocol instead of 

CSMA in MAC layer of the implemented network in order to overcome the hidden 

terminal problem. 

In the implemented routing protocol, each node keeps information about all of the 

nodes in the network. Since routing update period are long and implemented 

network is a small one with fixed sensor nodes, overhead and memory size required 

for keeping routing table are not too much.  In order to overcome scalability 

problem of the implemented network, a hybrid routing protocol can be more 

appropriate.  

When the routing protocol proposed is extended for large scale networks as stated 

above, it will suffer from the large overhead of the routing updates messages. In 

order to overcome this difficulty, this proposed protocol could be extended to a 

hybrid routing protocol. The hybrid protocol based on the designed protocol in this 

research, can use implemented protocol in a zone, and keeps all nodes in the zone at 

its routing table. When it wants to transmit to a destination that is not in its routing 

table, it can use source routing based scheme. And the diameter of the zone can also 

be adjusted dynamically according to some parameters such as traffic density, etc. 

The performance analysis also has great importance since the requirements that can 

be fulfilled by the implemented network must be known. In order to determine 

performance parameters, simulations with predetermined scenarios must be done 

and they must be compared with the parameters measured on the nodes when they 

are working on area. The detailed considerations about performance is given at the 

below subsection. 
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7.3.1 Performance Analysis 

The performance simulations and measurements must consider the processing delay 

caused by MAC layer when the channel is not idle. It is obvious that a node that 

wants to transmit must wait for a time proportional to its MAC address when the 

channel is occupied. Although the subroutine run times gives some idea about the 

network performance, this is not enough to understand network performance 

completely (especially when the network traffic is high).  

Since the object of this master thesis is to design and implement an ad hoc network, 

the performance evaluation of the network is not considered in detail. In order to 

determine the network capabilities for different types of data traffic, a good 

modeling of the network traffic is required. The network model for N nodes 

considered as a future work of this research.  

In order to evaluate network performance under different type of data traffic, some 

analytic calculations must be done according to different scenarios, and the analytic 

results obtained must be compared with the experimental results. Blocking rate and 

delays observed under these scenarios will be studied: 

There are 3 different packet used in the implemented network: 

 Type 1: Hello request and hello reply subroutines creates this type of 

packets. The packet size is fixed and has 29 bytes long. 

 Type 2: Routing request, routing reply and partial broadcast subroutines 

create this type of packets. The packet size changes between 28 bytes and 46 

bytes. 

 Type 3: Data sent and routing experiment subroutines creates this type of 

packets. The packet size changes between 28 bytes and 42 bytes. 

Scenario 1:  In this scenario percentages of the different types of packets are equal. 

Since there are 3 different types of packets in the designed network every packet 

type has percentage of 33,3. 
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Scenario 2:  Packets of Type 1 and Type 2, which are used for hello and routing 

update services, are dominant in this scenario. Since these services are periodic 

update services, the network utilization is expected to be low in this scenario. 

Scenario 3:  In this scenario packets of Type 3, which are used for data sending and 

forwarding, are dominant. The network utilization is expected to be higher than 

other scenarios. Also longer delays can be observed in this scenario. 

Scenario 4:  Packets of Type 2, which are used for partial broadcast subroutine, are 

dominant in this scenario. Since partial broadcast subroutine is used when a link is 

broken, this scenario can be used for examining frequent topology changes.  
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